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Typically, late 19th or early 20th century domestic sites contain fragments of a
common item: canning jars. Such is the case regarding 21 sites along the Hector
Backbone in New York State. These sites, investigated by the Finger Lakes
National Forest Farmstead Archaeology Project, produced a rich sample of over
250,000 artifacts and thousands related to canning.
The objective of this thesis is to explore the potential of these common
artifacts to yield important information about these Backbone households.
Specifically, my questions include: when did these households adopt canning and
who were they?
The intentional decision to include all 21 sites in one analysis provided a
platform to examine a wide range of several social factors relative to these
households that may have impacted their decision to can. This simple straight
forward material analysis creates a sense of what canning meant for these
Backbone residents.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Late 19th or early 20th century domestic sites typically contain a lot of canning
jars or at least a lot of fragments of them. To date, any sustained archaeological
analysis of these discoveries are few and far between (c.f. Spencer-Wood 1999,
Groover 2004). The goal of this thesis is to explore the potential of these
common canning artifacts to yield important information on social behaviors as it
applies to domesticity: food production, preservation, or consumption. My case
study investigates these social behaviors as practiced by residents of the Hector
Backbone region of New York State over a period of roughly 90 years, 18501940.
In this analysis, I focus on what real people are actually doing: canning. The
introduction of home canning technology changed the way people looked at food,
and I am curious how behaviors on the Backbone changed with the introduction
of the new technology. In particular, I examine evidence for canning and
domestic food production gathered from 21 domestic sites explored by the Finger
Lakes National Forest Farmstead Archaeology Project (FLNF). By investigating
this data, I hope to understand the circumstances that led families on each
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farmstead to adopt and subsequently utilize canning technology. In addition, I
will be searching for the potential reasons why each household canned.
At the beginning of the project, I questioned whether the families canned out
of necessity, as a survival strategy, or simply as a means to provide a more
balanced and varied diet than was previously available. These queries gave rise to
a particular set of questions. Was economic standing a contributing factor to
whether a household canned? Was farm or family size a contributor? Did
younger households utilize canning to a higher degree than older, or visa-versa?
Given this context, my goal is to answer two specific questions: when was
canning adopted and who utilized the practice?
During the course of this investigation, numerous aspects helped to discover
the answers to these questions. Since canning jars were first introduced to
households in 1858, numerous patents through the 1860s suggests that they
quickly became popular. Therefore, I would expect canning jars to show up
archaeologically beginning in the 1860s and increase in importance over time.
Home food canning requires material investment in relatively costly goods that
were never necessary before. Given this, I would expect canning to be more
prevalent and date to an earlier period in the more prosperous households.
Canning represents a completely new technology. It is often the young who are
more willing to experiment and adopt new technologies, which are often avoided
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by older households. In light of this, I would expect evidence for earlier and more
intensive canning in younger households rather than older ones.
Although simplistic, this case study creates a foundation from which in-depth
examinations can begin. I recognize that there are limitations to the approach
taken in this investigation: analysis of canning jar fragments. To be clear,
analysis of just fragments is problematic, the data is dependent on numerable
factors: where the objects were stored, the landscape of the farmstead, and even
what the households decided to take with them at the time of their farm’s
abandonment influences the data. Using fragments instead of vessel counts also
affects the data patterns. Are there a lot of fragments because a few jars shattered
into a lot of pieces or are there actually a large quantity of jars from the site? Just
because archaeological investigations discovered only a few fragments may not
mean that the household did not regularly can: it simply means that the fragments
were not found. Perhaps the sites with a lower number of fragments took all of
the jars with them when they moved. A low density or absence of canning
artifacts does not necessarily mean that the residents did not employ canning.
These are legitimate concerns. However, for this investigation, my goal is to
create a baseline of data from which future investigations could address these
concerns as well as any others that will undoubtedly arise. The focus of this
investigation is to begin to understand common canning behaviors practiced on
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the Hector Backbone. To discover a small portion of these household’s normative
routines, utilizing basic fragment information in conjunction with site histories
and historical documentations to create a cohesive foundation of analysis.
To begin understanding the social phenomena revolving around the adoption
of canning by the Backbone residents, I explore the history of canning, complete
in-depth analysis of the residents on each farm, and explore how common canning
jars were on each site, comparing incidents from each farm. Looking at these
commonalities will reveal who canned and why these households did so. I chose
to examine the canning jars from the Hector Backbone to begin the process of
understanding an unexplored yet prevalent artifact, the canning jar. Before I go
further and provide the detailed descriptions of my methodology, I will provide
some background information to provide insight and understanding about how
and why I approached the project the way I did.
Methods
To accomplish my goals of understanding canning jar behavior, I utilized two
main sources of information: historic records obtained from the Schuyler County
Clerk’s Office and the artifact catalog generated by the Finger Lakes Archaeology
Project. Despite the plethora of information contained within these two sources,
some aspects require brief discussion. I will also discuss the reasons why I
choose to use certain terms within this document.
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To construct the framework for my discussion I employed numerous historical
sources from the Schuler County Clerk’s office. The comprehensive information
contained within these historic records provide thorough accounts of the families
and their relations both within and between the households in my sample.
Population schedules originating from both state and federal censuses present a
detailed listing of who resided within a specified household as well as their ages,
occupations, and familial relationships. These censuses, collected every ten years,
cover a large portion of the time frame under investigation, 1850-1930.
Agricultural schedules, accessible from 1850-1880, give insight into farm values,
types of products cultivated, land ownership, and the number of improved or
unimproved acres associated with each farmstead (Damm 2013). Whenever
census information is not available or to confirm information, I will also reference
tax records and documents recording deed transfers, marriages, births, and deaths.
In addition to these records, I employed secondary sources such as regional
newspapers such as The Watkins Express, and farm journals such as The
Wickham Diaries to help personalize the historic overviews.
I generated tables to distill this information and form comparisons with the
population and agricultural schedules. The tabular form will help clarify the
information about each household. These tables will consolidate the information
and create a holistic overview of the farmsteads and family households.
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The archaeological data connected to canning originates from an extensive
database cataloging “every artifact in a non-hierarchical taxonomic system geared
toward capturing the most information from a wide variety of historic material
culture” (Damm: 2013-32). The first four attributes recorded reference
information regarding location: where the artifact came from. The system
categorizes artifacts by group, type, material, form, decoration, and color. Group
is the largest category sorting the artifact into one of 15 classifications for quick
and basic comparisons. Also recorded are the physical attributes associated to
each object, such as size and weight, including a section for comments to record
supplementary information. Additionally, the database contains a section to
include any beginning or ending dates relevant for each diagnostic artifact.
Although this analysis required the use of all the database categories, the
classification of type figured prominently. The attribute type is more specific
than group and directly relates to each individual artifact.
When describing a canning jar object, the type attribute contains three main
coded descriptors. Type 89 signifies a jelly jar, type 90 defines an actual canning
jar fragment, and type 91 identifies the artifact as some sort of lid or sealing
device. Given my goals, I combined all three of these types into an aggregate of
‘canning objects.’ By capitalizing on the FLNF data base information, in
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conjunction with historic documentation, I created comparisons which I will use
to answer the primary questions for my thesis.
Dating
An important aspect of this study is the ability to link canning objects from
archaeological contexts to particular households. Because of this, dating the
archaeological deposits is crucial since it allows the archaeologist to recreate and
identify patterns as they exist through time. For historical archaeologists,
contemporary internet sources help to accurately date specific objects. There are
several methodologies employed in archaeology that take these dates of specific
objects and use them to date the assemblages in which they are found. For this
analysis, I rely on two specific methods: mean and TPQ dates.
The mean date, simply stated, refers to the average middle date. This is
calculated by averaging the beginning and end date of each object, and then
averaging these aggregate dates. The term average often coincides with other
references to a central value such as median or mode however, for this analysis I
rely only on the mean.
Originating from the Latin terminus post quem and abbreviated as TPQ, this
method of dating recognizes that artifacts cannot be found in archaeological sites
before they were even available. It is used to specify the known limits of a dated
event when combined with TAQ or terminus ad quem. The TPQ refers to the
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earliest time an artifact is possible while TAQ references the latest. For example,
a mason-type canning jar cannot date prior to 1858, its first patent. The
manufacture date on a canning object becomes the earliest date or point of
reference of time. If the Smith Farm was abandoned in 1929, a canning jar from
that site would have to date prior to that event, forming the TAQ. For the purpose
of this analysis, I rely on the TPQ more than the TAQ or the mean date. The
reason is that mean dates can be swayed by artifacts that have a long time span.
Therefore, a deposit with a mean date of 1840 could well contain Mason jar
fragments. Because the TPQ is a fixed date it is often more reliable to date artifact
deposits in comparison with mean dates (for more information regarding dating
historic deposits see Fagan 2007, Adams 2003).
Percent
When comparing one archaeological site or farm to another, it is difficult to
simply compare the total number of objects to another. Sample size can distort
artifact totals from each site relative to the level of work done. These biases
provide no adequate structure for comparison. Converting the artifact totals to
percentages is necessary as a way to control the sample resulting from different
levels of archaeological excavation and the density of site materials. For
example, ten canning jars on a site with 15 vessels means something very
different than ten canning jars on a site with 300 vessels.
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Converting the number of artifacts to percent of total provides a way to mollify
these sample size issues since both deposits become relative to 100. We use
percentages to compare and contrast the relative importance of canning jars are in
one deposit of artifacts in relation to another. Tables 1.1 and 1.2 illustrate how
the conversion into percent clarifies the data contained in my analysis. The focus
of table 1.1 compares canning objects with the total assemblage from the site.
Table 1.1: Percent between total artifacts and canning objects.

FARM
LEE I
CREIGHTON
BALL
PURDY/VELIE
SMITH
DUNHAM II
WICKHAM
A.C.WICKHAM
S. DUNHAM
BELL
BEMENT
DUSENBURY
McNETTON
R. HENRY
A. DUNHAM
ALBRIGHT II
GARDNER
DUNHAM I
KIMBLE
LEE II
ALBRIGHT I

TOTAL
ARTIFACTS
22,365
5,914
4,141
14,993
12,937
6,439
13,340
4,821
7,885
9,652
1,704
1,536
390
8,364
5,594
11,100
12,501
10,985
7,053
2,864
5,031
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#C.J.
OBJECTS
417
2
84
105
451
0
134
229
179
347
35
57
114
293
430
5
571
1,184
450
19
127

PERCENT
1.9%
.1%
2.0%
.1%
3.5%
0
1.0%
4.8%
2.3%
3.6%
2.1%
3.7%
29.2%
3.5%
7.7%
.1%
4.6%
10.8%
6.4%
.66%
2.5%

Table 1.2 displays the percent of canning objects in relation to food related items.
Table 1.2: Percent between food-related items and canning objects.

FARM
LEE I
CREIGHTON
BALL
PURDY/VELIE
SMITH
DUNHAM II
WICKHAM
A.C. WICKHAM
S. DUNHAM
BELL
BEMENT
DUSENBURY
McNETTON
R. HENRY
A. DUNHAM
ALBRIGHT II
GARDNER
DUNHAM I
KIMBLE
LEE II
ALBRIGHT I

# FOOD
RELATED
1,811
179
401
2,014
1,284
2,482
2,487
749
871
1,262
354
283
240
1,500
1,428
523
1,569
1,890
1,326
208
968

# C.J.
OBJECTS
417
2
84
105
451
0
134
229
179
347
35
57
114
293
430
5
571
1,184
450
19
127

PERCENT
23.0%
1.1%
21.0%
5.2%
35.1%
0
5.4%
30.6%
20.6%
27.5%
9.9%
20.1%
47.5%
19.5%
30.1%
1.0%
36.4%
62.7%
33.9%
9.1%
13.1%

While this comparison between total artifacts and the number of canning
objects is interesting, I discovered throughout the analysis that the comparison
between food-related items and canning objects provided a better reflection of
canning behaviors on the Backbone. For this reason and to maintain consistency
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throughout the analysis, all of the percent comparisons demonstrated and
referenced reflect the contrast of canning objects with food-related items.
Since one of the goals of this analysis is to discover who canned and how
common this behavior was, these percentages provide an important step towards
answering this question. Utilizing the percent conversion, we can determine that
canning jars constitute a notable number of the total artifacts recovered from
several of the farms. The relationship between food-related items and canning
illustrates the scope that canning adoption played in a family’s domestic routines.
For example, at Dunham I, 62.7% of food related items relate to canning: this
proves that the family residing there commonly relied on canning. I investigate
and discuss in detail the use of percent in conjunction with my other methods such
as dating in the discussion chapter (chapter 4) of this analysis.
Household Age
In reviewing the data, it is apparent that all of the families canned to some
extent. To develop my understanding of who canned, I wanted to investigate
household structures, specifically the age of the household who adopted the
practice. Was it young couples who adopted the practice or were the higher
percentages associated with older established households? I classify the age
group of each household associated with assemblages containing canning jars
using a younger (YNG) or older (OLD) designation.
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The criteria I used to distinguish the household age group is actually quite
basic. I used the TPQ deposit date to compare the assemblage to the known
household based on census and population schedules. In part, I determined the
classifications based on the records that listed a head of household. I considered
it a younger household if it contained newly married couples or a family with
young children. I designated it an older household if headed by established older
family members and contained either grown children or no children. There are
several instances where a young son became the head of household while the
older members remained in residence. I classified these households as younger:
the son is now in charge and most likely making the final decisions on the farm
and for the household. This is a gross classification, and households do not
simply fall into two groups. However, since my goal is to begin to understand
who was likely to utilize canning technology, this was an important analytical
first step.
Several of the households are not so easy to categorize. Some families lived
their entire lives on the same farm, spanning a young age to an old, through
succession, retirement, or until abandonment. I classify the age of these
households according to the general ages associated with the majority of the
residents given the TPQ date of the assemblage in question. For example, during
the Diana Mattison occupation of the Lee I site, Diana raised her children on the
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farmstead, eventually turning the farm over to one of her grown sons who, with
his wife and children, ran the farm for several years. As Diana aged, it was the
young family in charge, running and maintaining the farmstead. In these cases
similar to Diana’s, the age classification will be that of a younger household.
Household Structure
Another important aspect to consider relates to household structure or the size
of the family. Historical documentation played an intricate role in this section of
analysis. I needed to discover who resided on the farm at the time associated with
each canning jar deposit.
After compiling the information, I decided to utilize three categories: single
family, extended family, and multi-generational. A single family classification
denotes parents with children. I use the term extended family for those who have
a single family in residence with additional members, such as a brother or sister of
the parents, or their nieces and nephews. Multi-generational households contain
members of different generations. Several of the households contain three
generations. I realize that little difference exists between the extended and multigenerational classification: an extended family could have multi-generational ties.
To better understand each household structure, I make the distinction based on the
relationship of each member to the other. Additionally, where present, I also
noted households that included hired help who resided with the family.
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By understanding the household structure by a determination of household age,
the resulting analysis can be more precise. For example, the original farm family
may remain in residence while younger members, such as a son and his family,
may actually run and maintain the farmstead. This dynamic creates a younger
family since it is the son ultimately making decisions for the household.
Financial Standing
Another aspect in the decision process relies on economics: could the
household afford to invest in new technologies? Since canning required
specialized equipment, particularly jars with sealing devises, the decision to adopt
canning practices had real economic ramifications. Was the decision to can made
out of necessity or simply a desire to try new technology in an effort to enhance
their lives? I explore the economic standing of each families as a measure of their
ability to invest in modern devices such as canning technology. I consider
multiple factors such as land ownership, substantial debt, law suits, and taxes to
determine if the family was prosperous (PROS) or challenged (CHAL). I utilize
all of the historic records available to ascertain the financial security or status of
each residency. For example, the agricultural schedules helped me to determine if
the farm was profitable, selling excess goods or barely having enough for life at
the farmstead to continue. This is, again, a gross classification and not one
without its difficulties, especially since the status for each farm may vary
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drastically through its history. However, since my goal is a preliminary
assessment of who was actually canning and the factors that influenced it, this
gross information is worth the dangers of simplification.
By employing all of the methods described, I learned about and better
understood some of the behaviors associated with a family’s decision to can. I
answer the question of when the Backbone residents adopted canning and tease
out some of the social factors that influenced their decision.
Summary
I proceed by providing a brief outline describing what I accomplish in each of
the remaining chapters contained within my analysis. In chapter two, I provide
historical context from which to frame my discussions. Since my subject matter
is canning jars, I begin with a historical chronicle of canning jars and canning
practices after the technology’s introduction into American culture. Next, to
develop an understanding of the historic context circumscribing the Hector
Backbone I present a historical synopsis of the region. The final section of
chapter two describes the Finger Lakes National Forest Farmstead Archaeology
Project without whose valuable work, this analysis would not be possible.
In chapter three, I present both the historical and archaeological data. Since the
information is so detailed, I organized this section as a historical biography of
each farm, integrating the historic and archaeological data. I present the farm
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biographies based on their date of purchase, from the earliest established farm to
the latest. Within each farm section, I lay out the archaeological data: the number
of artifacts, food-related items, canning objects, total features, and features
containing canning objects. Based on the dates of these assemblages, I use
historic data to associate each deposit with the farm family that created it. These
understandings from the perspective of each individual farm are then used to
compare the data from all of the farms, which is the subject of chapter four.
Chapter four contains the comparative analysis and discussion based on the
data presented in chapter three. In this chapter, I answer the questions that frame
this thesis: I discuss when canning was adopted, the extent to which each family
canned, their family age group and composition, and the financial strength or
weakness of the residents. This allows me to demonstrate the complexities
between sites temporally and within each respective farm occupation. Chapter
four assesses all of the data and information to formulate the conclusion of this
analysis: what do I know now that I did not know before I began this
investigation? For example, I expect to discover that households within the
prosperous classification will be more likely to initially invest in canning
technology but the challenged households will ultimately rely on canning to a
greater degree because of their economic standing. I anticipate that the younger
households will find new technological advancements more appealing than the
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older and will be more likely to adopt canning. I expect the households with a
large number of family members will contain a higher number of fragments than
the smaller ones: the more mouths to feed, the more likely they are to can.
The farmsteads investigated by the FLNF archaeology project provides a rich
and detailed context to reconstruct a small portion of the resident’s
consumer/production behavior. An examination of the Backbone canning jar
remains increases our understanding of how this complex community adapted to
new ideas, maintained their households, and sustained their families. Given the
general lack of study of canning jars in archaeology, this study provides an
important first step to filling in this gap. By examining the broad patterns and
general trends contained in the historic and archaeological record of the Hector
Backbone I will explore a portion of the family’s domestic food preservation
through their adoption of canning technology.
CHAPTER II
HISTORY
Introduction
As a foundation for this analysis, it is essential to become familiar with some
pertinent context associated with my project. First I will present a basic overview
regarding the history of canning jars in America and the adoption of canning
practices. It is important to remember that mass produced prepackaged goods
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existed for decades before advancements in canning technology enabled the
technologies availability for use within individual households. The development
of home canning forever changed how families prepared and preserved their food,
creating new traditions, customs, and domestic rituals.
Next I will examine the historic context associated with New York State’s
Hector Backbone. Rich in history and diversity, settlement of the region began
after the Revolutionary War (1781) when the federal government issued land
grants to individuals who participated in the struggle. It is important to
understand the history of this region when trying to comprehend the potential
value that home canning technology contributed to these farm families.
The final section of this history chapter identifies the extensive work
conducted by The Finger Lakes Archaeology Project, from which all of the data
within this thesis originated. It is essential to recognize the importance of the
Project: without the research the Project conducted, this thesis would not have the
detail and depth necessary to conduct my analysis.
Canning and Canning Jars in America
In the past forty years, achievement of even a modest understanding regarding
the history of canning in America is, as Toulouse (1972:368) states “as tough as it
is obscure.” Even though many individuals collect canning jars as a novelty,
modest scholarly information exists to help us understand the tangled and diverse
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history of canning jars and the practice of canning. It would be years after the
introduction of canning in America before the technology emerged as a
commonly utilized method of food preservation as well as incorporated into a
home’s domestic production routine.
The 1812 American translation of a British publication on canning written by
Frenchman Nicolas Appert appears to be one of the earliest mentions chronicling
when and how canning began in the United States. It began with Appert’s 1810
French publication entitled, L’Art de Conserver les Substances Animales et
Vegetables: A Book for all Households. Eventually, in 1920, after over a century
of different translations, publishers shortened and simplified the title to, The Art of
Preserving. Extensive marketing and distribution of the retitled work occurred in
1812 from a base in New York City (Toulouse 1971:368-377).
Appert’s interest in canning went beyond publications and originated from his
strong sense of loyalty to his country during the Napoleonic Wars. His patriotic
nature in conjunction with possessing an inventive character guided Appert to
invent the first apparatus for hermetic sealing in 1809 (Strasser 1982). For over
30 years, commercial food companies adopted Appert’s methods, utilizing the
hermitic seal on glass jars to help avoid food poisoning from molds and bacteria
(Strasser 1982).
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Commercial interest in Appert’s methods for preserving food was immediate.
Utilization of the technology began with the military in conjunction with several
large manufacturing companies who produced substantial amounts of prepared
food for mass consumption. “During the Civil War years and immediately
thereafter, businesses that specialized in canning such fruits and vegetables as
cherries, tomatoes, peas and corn flourished” (Cowen 1983:73). Corporations
such as Underwood, Borden, and Franco-American enthusiastically adopted the
new preservation methods, establishing themselves as leaders in the prepackaged
food markets (Cowen 1983:73). By the 1880’s, other large enterprises such as
Campbell’s Soup, Quaker Oats, Gold Metal and Pillsbury flour, Heinz’s 57, and
Libby combined the progressive preservation techniques with the mass production
and distribution of food products forming huge and innovative corporate
structures (Strasser 1982:27).
Before the introduction of the hermetic seal, food storage and preservation was
limited to utilizing heavily salted or sugared techniques. These ‘primitive’
preservation methods for salt brine or smoked and dried ‘jerky’ meats, ham, and
bacon, occurred for hundreds of years before the introduction of canning jar
technologies (Toulouse 1972, Strasser 1982. Sugar preserving such as jams and
jellies employed techniques similar to more modern canning methods.
Unfortunately, the taste, appearance, and texture of food preserved in these
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manners altered dramatically, as did the palatability of the food (Cowen 1983:72).
Before hermetic sealing and other advancements in canning technology, food
preserved by canning did not fare much better. This was especially true for acid
fruits and brine vegetables (Strasser 1982:22). For these reasons, hundreds of
patents for new sealing devises and the products produced to the patents
specifications began to flood the market (Toulouse 1972). This would become an
all important aspect for home canning to become popular and effective for
everyday food preservation.
The ability of manufacturers to begin canning commercially preceded the
home canning process by several decades. In part, manufacturers closely guarded
their different canning techniques and began to patent each modification of their
methods to help insure continued dependence upon their products. The practical
use of glass containers by the military also proved to be an issue of concern and
the commercial packing of food depended upon the use of tin-coated iron
delaying the progress of glass canning containers (Toulouse 1972:372). Another
issue delaying home canning was the development of an appropriate closure
system: a way to seal in the foods freshness within the jars. Without proper seals,
the food would spoil. Between 1854 and 1867, the focus of numerous American
patents targeted the variety of different sealing mechanisms in an effort to
permanently resolve this problem (Toulouse 1972:398-402).
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In 1854, the Mason Company began to manufacture canning jars and over the
next few decades worked in conjunction with multiple partner companies to
develop a variety of sealer mechanisms. By the mid 1800’s, multiple patents
developed in the manufactures attempt to perfect their product. By the late
1850’s, these patents concentrated on home canning operations in an effort to
reach a completely new market of canning jar consumer: the individual
household.
As with many new inventions of the time, home canning marketing strategies
divided their focus. One direction of marketing strategy concentrated on the
benefits achieved from home canning, such as acquiring the ability to serve
nutritious and delicious food year round. Another objective marketed canning as
a way to simplify the lives of the homemaker. However, Ruth Schwartz Cowen
in her book, “More Work For Mother, states, “home canning equipment made it
possible to preserve more fruits and vegetables for consumption during the winter
but vastly increased the amount of work that women were expected to do when
the season was on” (Cowen 1983:66). These examples contradict each other,
operating to enforce Toulouse’s statements concerning the tangled history
surrounding canning.
Whether canning relieved the daily work load of women or seasonally created
additional labor, the art of canning was associated with domestic production and
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thus typically became assigned ‘women’s work’ (Osterud 2012, Neth 1995, Holt
1995, Cowan 1983, Strasser 1982). As such, marketing strategies concentrated on
the homemaker. Journal and magazine publications directed at women began to
feature canning methods and tips during the middle of the 1860’s. “These
publications routinely explained and promoted canning methods” (Holt 1995:73).
Magazines such as “Needlecraft and Modern Homemaking” (Holt 1995:73)
contained dozens of advertisements within each issue to persuade and influence
women to try the new products as they became available (Cowen 1983). Famous
for making hundreds of different canning jars, under an assortment of different
companies or corporations, The Ball Company published their own recipe book
encompassing well developed methods of canning (Holt 1995, Toulouse 1972).
Many publications not only included recipes but a variety of alternative home
preservation and packaging methods. These methods diversified from the original
hot pack Appert process. New systems such as cold pack, open kettle, modified
hot pack, acidified vegetable pack, boiling water bath, steaming, oven canning,
and pressure canning attracted thousands of home canners yet, many still many
referred to Appert in their usage (Toulouse 1972:374-386). “Commercialism
aside, women seemed eager to learn about this process” (Holt 1995:72).
Catering toward women as the major food preparer and preserver, canning jar
technologies rapidly expanded and revolutionized within a couple of decades. By
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the mid 1860’s, individuals or corporations desiring a patent began to fiercely and
legally defend their products (Toulouse 1972). In addition, these institutions
contributed to multiple women’s publications, marketing their home canning
products and process (Holt 1995). This allowed the information to rapidly spread,
becoming available to the masses, thus insuring that the information on how to
can became common knowledge (Toulouse 1972:374).
Historical documentations and analysis throughout the United States indicate
that by the 1880’s, utilization of canning jars was synonymous with both urban
and rural households (Osterud 2012, Neth 1995, Holt 1995, Cowan 1983, Strasser
1982). Although magazines such as Needlecraft and Modern Homemaking
originally targeted urban town women, the rural women especially benefited from
the important strategies. Before canning, winter diets relied heavily on goods that
would keep in their root cellars such as turnips, pumpkins, potatoes, onions, and
beans (Strasser 1982). After the introduction of home canning, “Diets no longer
turned on seasonal availability” (Holt 1995:73).
The introduction of efficient home canning jar technology offered availability to a
year-round variety of palatable and nutritious foods for everyone, especially in
conjunction with the use of smokehouse meats and root cellar supplies like turnips
and potatoes. American diets began to change along with domestic production
habits and traditions. The changing attitudes regarding food and nutrition greatly
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affected the overall health and wellbeing of individuals which in turn,
strengthened not only families, but communities as well (Strasser 1982).
After the turn of the century and as canning became intrinsic within both urban
and rural households, the creation of canning clubs arose throughout the country.
The canning club usually originated as extensions of preexisting organizations
such as quilting groups and church social organizations. Home demonstration
clubs or units, strictly devoted to canning, soon followed (Holt 1995-71).
Although established for women, funding for the clubs originated from companies
and corporations with a financially vested interest in the clubs ultimate success
(Holt 1995-72). Additionally, “support came from the federal Food Production
Act, which provided money for specialized canning programs and employment of
country home demonstration agents” (Holt 1995:74). The women agents
presented new information and products as they became available, utilizing a
hands-on demonstration model. Known as extension agents, the women felt it
their duty to educate other women about the innovative preservation technology
(Holt 1995). A specific target emerged from the canning club: young girls. These
young women performed demonstrations on the latest methods of food
preservation as paid agents. By World War I, the popularity of canning clubs
escalated assigning special focus on young rural populations and families,
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encouraging them to try a variety of novel ideas and technology associated with
domestic production and food preservation (Holt 1995-175).
Considering the large quantities of canning jar remains found throughout the
United States, it remains surprising that only modest investigations or analysis
exist regarding these artifacts. The extensive collection of canning jars and
related objects recovered from Hector Backbone excavations provides a unique
opportunity to discover additional information regarding rural canning practices.
Canning jars represent and demonstrate a remarkable transformation in the
way people thought about food. From production to consumption, the invention
of home canning influenced and changed the quality of people’s lives. These
changes affected not only the families residing on the Hector Backbone but
families across America.
Historic Context of the Backbone Region
Today, the Hector Backbone is a part of the Finger Lakes National Forest
consisting of approximately 16,400 acres of land nestled on a high ridgeline
between Seneca and Cayuga lakes located in Schuyler County, New York
(USDA: 2006,see figure 1). Due east of Seneca Lake, the once productive though
small town of Hector sprang up in the early nineteenth century (Wurst 2010).
The area was originally a portion of the New Military Tract, a government
program instituted on March 20, 1781 as compensation for New York individuals
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who participated in the Revolutionary War. The United States Congress granted
15 million acres of upper New York State land as payment Revolutionary War
service. Congress guaranteed each soldier a minimum of 100 acres of land with
higher-ranking individuals accruing the largest of the parcels. In 1781, the New
York
State legislature authorized disbursement of an additional 500 acres per soldier as
an incentive designed to secure additional families to settle the region.
Assignment of land parcels began in 1791 and an imposed 1799-settlement
deadline pressured residents to initiate lot clearing, constructing homes, and
transforming dense woodlands into fruitful farmland (Conklin 2012, Wurst 2010).
Within thirty years, a stable and relatively large population resided in the region.
By 1835, fifty-seven percent of the land surrounding the town of Hector consisted
of improved farmland (Wurst 2010).
Spurred by rapid population expansion and property development the initial
prosperity and economic growth experienced throughout the Backbone eventually
reached its peak by the early 1850’s (Wurst 2010, Conklin 2011). Between 1850
and 1900, Hector experienced a population decline typically explained in terms of
economic loss based upon viability statistics of upland farms combined with
increased competition from mid-western farms.
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Figure 1: Map of the Finger Lakes region of New York State.

Additional explanations extend towards the thought that the Backbone farms
“were not suitable for mechanized farming or an inability or unwillingness of
Northeastern farmers to adopt modern ‘progressive’ farming practices” (Wurst
2010:29). One of the foremost-cited reasons for Hector’s population decline was
poor or depleted soil conditions (Wurst 2010, Conklin 2011).
Indicative of the region, very thin top soils atop foundational beds of
sedimentary rock could not withstand the vigorous precipitation annually
experienced throughout the Backbone in combination with exhaustive cultivation
practices or overworking of crop producing acreages were the general
explanations utilized to assert the farmlands as ‘sub marginal’ (Conklin 2011,
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Degloria 2006). In combination, these are the reasons for the large number of
resident relocations and became the common dominant narrative relating to life
on the Backbone (Wurst 2010, Conklin 2011).
Mechanized agricultural practices transformed the farming industry in the final
quarter of the nineteenth century. After its invention, time and energy-efficient
farming machinery quickly became necessary and essential pieces of equipment
for everyday use by the modern-day farmer. Farmers across New York and
Midwestern America replaced horse, mule, and oxen for streamlining plowing,
planting, and harvesting. In conjunction with a substantial rise in crop
production, mechanized farming cut down on labor costs and raised profit
margins. There is much conjecture regarding the use of mechanized farming
equipment being ineffective for farming on the steep glacially graded upland
Backbone slopes, especially in comparison with the rise in productivity observed
on the lowland farms. Arguably, the farmers located along the Hector Backbone
were circumstantially poorly adapted to profit from new innovative mechanized
agricultural technological advances (Wurst and Ridarsky 2014, Conklin 2011).
The early twentieth century generated additional stresses for the Backbone
residents. The upland farmers faced off against agricultural professionals from
Cornell University, located in nearby Ithaca. University scholars proposed that
the Backbone farmers working sub-marginal land flooded the market with a
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surplus of substandard produce that decreased the prices for all farmers across the
region. Additionally, Cornell’s agricultural professionals labeled the upland
farmers the ‘farm problem needing to be dealt with’ and ‘a menace to other
farming regions’ which caught the attention of the federal government. These
areas, considered unsuitable for commercial agriculture, developed the submarginal label (Wurst and Ridarsky 2014).
To label the Backbone farmers produce as substandard, grown on sub-marginal
land, actually contradicts other historical documentations. “Early in their history,
Hector’s hill farmers contributed to New York’s status as the country’s leading
wheat producer. In 1860, wheat represented more than 40% of the grain they
harvested. Over the next decade wheat dramatically declined, replaced by oats,
the average yield of which increased 101% between 1850 and 1870. Backbone
farmers also more than doubled the size of their barley harvest” (Wurst and
Ridarsky 2014).
Charles E. Wickham, patriarch of one of the premiere families on the
Backbone and a prominent person within the sample, won a second place prize for
his two row barley submission at the 33rd Annual Fair of Schuyler County
Agricultural Society in 1886. The Wickham fair submissions regularly won
awards and prizes, exhibiting their agriculture products and livestock well into the
20th century (Wurst and Ridarsky 2014). This example, one among many others
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found in various reports, infers that the Backbone farmers changed with the times,
adopting new progressive farming techniques, purchasing new equipment, and
altering their strategies as necessary to insure their futures. These progressive
behaviors become significant in reference to the adoption of canning technology:
adopting the practice would become a wonderful addition to their food
preservation customs. The 1875 census demonstrates that 20% of the farms in the
sample produced fruit crops such as peaches, cherries, plums, pears, and grapes,
crops that are ideal for canning (Wurst and Ridarsky 2014).
Despite these positive circumstances, the government interceded by declaring
the upland farmsteads as situated upon ‘sub-marginal’ lands not suitable for
agricultural production and insisted that the residents were in need of rescue. The
solution expressed by the federal government was to purchase the sub-marginal
tracts of farmland and relocate the residents to what the government deemed as
suitable parcels of land. The expectation of the federal government was that the
relocation would fix the problems facing the farming market by removing the
upland farms from agricultural production (Wurst and Ridarsky 2014, Conklin
2011). Primarily defined as sub-marginal, the Hector Backbone farmsteads were
at the mercy of legislative acts that provided the provisions required by the federal
government to enforce ‘voluntary’ land purchase agreements and often-mandatory
resident relocations (Wurst 2010, Conklin 2011).
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The federal government enacted The National Recovery Act of 1933, which
provided funding to facilitate the government’s purchase of all Backbone land
defined as sub-marginal. Four years later, in 1937, the Bankhead-Jones Farm
Tenant Act reinforced the original policies legalized by legislature in 1933. These
acts of legislation occurred at the onset of the Great Depression, serving as a
catalyst for social reforms intended to portray the government as “working for the
people’s common good” (Wurst and Ridarsky 2014).
Throughout the following decade, the federal government purchased over one
hundred farmsteads while the Civilian Conservation Corp replanted abandoned
farms with pine trees in an attempt to control further erosion. Today, in part, the
replanted farms are the lands making up the Finger Lakes National Forest (Wurst
2010, Wurst and Ridarsky 2004, Conklin 2011).
Branches of the federal government such as the United States Department of
Agriculture and the Forestry Service remain united in defense of the ‘dominant
narrative’ utilizing the soil depletion hypothesis as justification for landowner
evictions. As recent as 2006, a USDA 440 page publication corroborates their
continued partnership maintaining, “Soils of the Finger Lakes National Forest,
and much of central New York were severely depleted by land use practices
during the 1800s and early 1900s. The reasons for the supposed depletion
included erosion of much of the topsoil; reduction of beneficial plant nutrients and
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nutrient storage capacity; compaction of remaining surface layers and a
corresponding reduction in infiltration capacity; and increased surface runoff of
precipitation” (Degloria 2006:3-21).
As the information presented illustrates, the residents of the Backbone faced
innumerable challenges. Not only from the harsh landscape, but from the federal
government. Despite the challenges, “these farmers were successful in the
traditional sense of being able to sustain their families” (Wurst 2010:39).
Archaeological explorations and analysis determined the farmers did in fact
embrace new technologies, creating comfortable lives for themselves and their
families. Over 250,000 artifacts support these facts and thousands of the objects
relate to food preservation and canning. As the farmers incorporated new
progressive equipment and practices, the family members responsible for
domestic production also adopted new methods and technologies to support the
family from within the household. The data collected from the Backbone will
illustrate that canning technology and methods became prevalent throughout the
region. Analysis of the artifacts, the canning objects, will facilitate our
understanding into this small, yet important, section of their lives.
The Finger Lakes National Forest Farmstead Archaeology Project
Continuing since its inception in 2000, the Finger Lakes National Forest
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Farmstead Archaeology Project has proven to be a valuable significance for the
region and beyond.
Concentrated at the southern end of the 16,439 acre Finger Lakes National
Forest, the farmsteads under investigation cover just under 2,000 acres.
Archaeologists explored and investigated 18 farm sites that were acquired by the
federal government. Identification of 23 domestic sites, including a schoolhouse
and sawmill, in conjunction with the examination of hundreds of features
distributed throughout the sites allowed for the salvage of over 250,000 artifacts
(Wurst and Ridarsky 2014, Conklin 2011).
The project discovered that the farmsteads in the sample date from the early
nineteenth century through the early twentieth century. There were two main
waves of settlement, the first beginning in the early nineteenth and continued until
the middle of the 19th century. The second wave launched after 1850: several
families purchased land well off the main artery utilizing extensive capital to
construct not only their farmsteads, but to develop access roads to reach the site
(Wurst 2010). Figure 2illustrates and labels the location of each farmstead, their
relationship to one another, and their location within the Finger Lakes National
Forest.
Archaeologists working the Project utilized GPS (global positioning system) to
accurately map each farmstead: the boundaries, trails, structures, and fields as
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well as to document the numerous shovel test pits, 1x1 units, and surface
collection locales. Personnel of the project cleaned, identified, labeled,
categorized, and entered each object into a database. The information contained
within the data base generated multiple published articles and college thesis
papers thus far.
Summary
In contradiction to the dominant narrative previously discussed, the data
recovered from the farms demonstrate that the residents of the Backbone were
building new homes, investing in their properties by making improvements, and
buying expensive consumer goods. In particular, archaeological samples suggest
that modern and innovative equipment such as telephones, as well as objects
relating to food production, consumption, and preservation, occurred at almost
every farmstead. This rich data, in conjunction with detailed county records,
affords a unique opportunity to investigate a small portion of these household’s
food preservation techniques, specifically home canning.
Despite the huge benefits of canning as a food strategy, the initial capital
necessary to purchase the equipment (jars, lids, liners, and other constantly
changing sealing devises) required a relatively large amount of capital to begin
and maintain the practice. If the regions’ dominant narrative were correct, we
would expect that most of the farms would be too poor to have the necessary
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funds to invest in canning technology. Accordingly, if a family was poor they
could not afford to include canning into their preservation routines. In addition,
canning is also labor intensive. The decision to adopt canning depended on more
than the availability of capital: the time and labor requirements had to be a
consideration when making the decision (Cowan 1983). Interestingly, the
evidence recovered thus far from the farmsteads indicates that the farmers
maintained a high quality of life, building house additions, barns, storehouses,
fences, as well as new homes. Many households maintained permanent hired help
as well as employing regional workers to aid in their harvests. The large quantity
of canning jar remains discovered on the backbone indicates that these farmsteads
were capable of investing in canning technology and that they maintained the
practice throughout their residencies. Through my analysis of canning objects, as
an examination of the intersection between domestic production and food
preservation, I expect to begin understanding the question of who canned. Were
these households young or old, prosperous or challenged, smaller or larger?
These are just a sample of the questions that this examination of simple canning
objects answered in reference to the residents of the Hector Backbone. To begin
to answer these questions, we must first consider the data from the samples.
Table 2.1 introduces the basic data from these sites and appear in their order of
purchase, first to last.
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Table 2.1: Farm sites, total artifacts, food related, and canning jar objects.
FARM
LEE I
CREIGHTON
BALL
PURDY/VELIE
SMITH
DUNHAM II
WICKHAM
A.C. WICKHAM

S. DUNHAM
BELL
BEMENT
DUSENBURY
McNETTON
R. HENRY
A. DUNHAM
ALBRIGHT II
GARDNER
DUNHAM I
KIMBLE
LEE II
ALBRIGHT I

TOTAL
ARTIFACTS
22,65
5,914
4,141
14,993
12,937
6,439
13,340
4,821
7,885
9,652
1,704
1,536
390
8,364
5,594
5,563
12,501
11,030
7,053
2,864
5,031

# FOOD
RELATED
1,811
179
401
2,014
1,284
2,482
2,487
749
871
1,262
354
283
240
1,500
1,428
523
1,569
1,890
1,326
208
968
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# C.J.
OBJECTS
417
2
84
105
451
0
134
229
179
347
35
57
114
293
430
5
571
1,184
450
19
127

Figure 2: The farmsteads within The Finger Lakes National Forest.
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As previously stated, the FLNF farmstead archaeology project investigated 21
domestic sites located along the Hector Backbone. To begin understanding the
proximity of one farmstead to another it is important to visualize the region. Most
of these farms sit side-by-side, their lands and fields separated by simple stone
walls. Figure 2 illustrates the region, highlights the sites, and shows the local
access roads and the main artery through the region.
CHAPTER III
OVERVIEW OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA AND THE HISTORY OF
THE FARMSTEADS, AND THE FAMILIES
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of contextual
information for each of the farms in the sample in order to understand their
canning behaviors. Because the data, both historic and archaeological is so
extensive and complex, splitting the information into two different chapters is
unnecessarily awkward. In light of this, I will present both sets of information
integrated in this chapter.
Historic records provide detailed information about the farms and households.
These documents originate from multiple sources and while some of the years
overlap confirming the data, there remain gaps in others creating ambiguity.
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Ultimately, for the purposes of this analysis, the informational gaps will not
impact or skew the results.
The FLNF catalog contains 19 different attribute classifications used to define
each artifact: four reference information about where the artifact’s location on the
site and fifteen divide the object into a basic group. Every artifact is numbered
and all of the information known about it carefully cataloged into the system.
This analysis required the use of all 19 categories with particular attention given
to the category of type. Within the type category, three specific distinctions
apply: jelly jar, canning jar fragment, and jar lids or sealing devices. For the
purpose of my analysis, I will combine all three descriptors and utilize the
terminology canning objects to reflect them. In conjunction, the historic and
archaeological data will allow me to answer basic questions of who was canning
and when and how this relates to household structures.
Initially, I will present each site in my 21 farm sample by date of purchase:
from the earliest, the 1819 Lee I site, to the latest, the 1897 Albright I farmstead.
Three farmsteads have two sites located on the same parcel: Lee I and II, Dunham
I and II, and Albright I and II. To aid in understanding and to maintain
consistency, presentation of the data and information on these double sites occurs
within the same section, including notation regarding the actual sequence of
residency.
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Table 3.1 presents the occupational span and the total years of occupation for
each farm. Since all of the sites have multiple occupancy periods of varying
lengths, I will address and identify each of the changes as they occurred within
the historical descriptions associated with each farm.
Table 3.1-Farm sites, occupational span, and total years of occupation.
FARM
LEE I
CREIGHTON
BALL
PURDY/VELIE
SMITH
DUNHAM II
WICKHAM
A.C. WICKHAM
S. DUNHAM
BELL
BEMENT
DUSENBURY
McNETTON
R. HENRY
A. DUNHAM
ALBRIGHT II
GARDNER
DUNHAM I
KIMBLE
LEE II
ALBRIGHT I

OCCUPATIONAL
SPAN
1819-1880
1832-1939
1835-1935
1835-1940
1836-1936
1836-1845
1837-1920
1850-1936
1850-1941
1853-1936
1853-1936
1857-1941
1860-1936
1860-1936
1863-1937
1865-1888
1865-1890
1866-1930
1885-1940
1895-1937
1897-1935
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TOTAL YEARS
OCCUPIED
61
107
100
105
100
9
83
86
91
83
83
84
76
76
74
23
25
64
55
42
38

As the analysis progresses, I will only be looking at the features within the sites
containing evidence of canning and will compare the dates associated with these
deposits with all the historical documentations to discover the likely contributor.
The Lee Sites
Lee I: The Lee I occupation on 125 acres of Backbone land spans 61 years,
beginning in 1819 and ending in 1880. Two distinct families emerged as potential
contributors to the data: the extended family that began with Daniel and Ann Lee
followed by the heirs produced by their daughter Diana after her marriage to
William Mattison.
Archaeological survey and excavation at the site discovered four primary
features containing evidence relevant to this analysis. F1 is the house the multigenerational families resided in, F2 is an addition to the main house, F4 a cistern,
and F5 the privy.
Only one canning jar fragment was associated with the F1 main house
structure. F2, the house addition, produced four objects. The F4 cistern supplied
32 canning objects. The main source of canning jar evidence was from the F5
privy, with 380 objects recovered.
Although neither a mean nor TPQ date was discernible at F1, F2 produced a
mean of 1875 and a TPQ of 1903. The mean for F4 was the same as F2, 1875 and
the TPQ figured to 1891. The large number of canning objects recovered from F5
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had a mean of 1883 and a TPQ of 1888. Table 3.2 illustrates the relationship
between the features at Lee I containing evidence of canning and their associated
mean and TPQ dates.
Table 3.2-The Lee I site: Features with canning jars, mean, and TPQ dates.
FEATURE

DESCRIPTION

# CANNING

F1
F2
F4
F5

HOUSE
ADDITION
CISTERN
PRIVY

1
4
32
380

MEAN
UNKNOWN

TPQ
UNKNOWN

1875
1875
1883

1903
1903
1888

Total artifacts located from the site number 22,365, food related items 1,811,
and canning jar objects total a noteworthy 417objects. With 12,200 artifacts
recovered from within the privy, F5 is a significant source of information about
the site.
Analysis of the percentages associated with these totals provide insightful
comparative information between intra site locations of canning information and
the farmsteads in the study. At Lee I, the percent of total artifacts to canning jars
was 1.86% while the percent between the food-related items and the canning jar
objects was 23.3%.
The Lee Farm was one of the first established off Burnt Hill road, the main
artery on the Backbone. Daniel Lee bought his original 125 acres (Lot 61) from
Nicoll and Euphias Halsey in June 1819 for $625. Daniel married Ann Teeter in
Ludlowville, Tompkins County New York in 1816. They probably moved to
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Hector and established the Lee Farm soon after they acquired the land. Keep in
mind, that the year 1816 predates home canning adoption by almost 50 years.
Daniel Lee appears as head of household in the 1820, 1825, 1830, and 1840
census for Hector, but little other information exists for the Lee household for
these years. This dearth of information changes after Daniel and Ann obtained an
absolute divorce on Jan. 17, 1844. Probate records indicate that Daniel and Ann
had four children: Nelson, Diana, Aloisa Smith (died 1843), and Helen.
According to probate, the basis for obtaining a divorce was an unsubstantiated
claim that Ann was an adulteress. Consequently, even though their youngest
child Helen was born in 1843 while the couple were still married, Daniel never
recognized her as his daughter.
It is interesting that once divorced, patriarch Daniel left the household in Ann’s
care. The 1850 census lists eldest son Nelson H. as the new head of household for
this Backbone farm. Nelson was just 22 years old, listed with real estate valued at
$3,750. Nelson was single in 1850, and the other members of the household were
Ann (49), Helen (8), Winton Mathews Lee (4), Amy Abba (13), and Hiram
Williams (19), listed as a laborer.
We have been unable to identify Nelson Lee (or any other occupant) at the Lee
Farm in the 1855 or 1860 census. It appears as if the Lee Farm was vacant in 1860
since other potential residents are accounted for. Ann (57) had remarried,
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Thomas Merlin (60), a farm laborer with $600 in real estate and $300 personal
estate. They lived in either Burdett or Bennetsburg with Winton Lee (14). The
1860 census also indicates that Diana (31) had married William T. Mattison and
was living in Owego, Tioga County. William (35) was a bookkeeper with $1800
real estate and $1400 personal estate. They appear with six children: Ella (12),
Isabella (9), Frank (6), Willie (4), Louis (3), and John (1/4). William and Diana
must have been married for at least twelve years. Diana was 19 years old when
she married William however, we have been unable to locate them in earlier
census.
In 1865, Daniel’s nephew Jepther was the head of the household occupying the
Lee Farm. Listed was Jepther (40), a farmer living with his wife Clementine (34)
and two children: Emma (10) and Minnie (7). The household also included
Easaba (19), housekeeping, Franklin Lee (61), farmer, and Mary Lee (67),
Franklin’s wife. Franklin was Daniel’s younger brother. There are no deeds
recording the formal transfer of the land; it would appear that Daniel either rented
the farm to Jepther, or allowed him to work the farm on shares.
Daniel Lee returned to Hector sometime after this (1865). Daniel appears in
the 1868-69 directory for Hector as a farmer working 125 acres. In 1870 he
bought 3 acres of land from Owen and Lavina Gardener, increasing his holdings
to 128 acres. The 1870 census lists Daniel (80) as a farmer with $5,000 in real
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estate and $3,000 personal estate. The household included William (45) and
Diana (41) Mattison and six of their children: Ella (21), Bell (19), Frank (17),
Willie (15), Lewis (13), and Emma (8). William was a farm laborer with $1,000
in personal estate. The 1874 atlas labeled the house as “D. Lee.” The 1875 census
lists Diana Mattison (44) as the head of household with seven children: Ella (24),
Sarah Isabelle (22), Frank (20), William (18), Lewis (16), Emma (11), and
Charles (7). Recorded as father, Daniel (85) as well as the remaining occupants
do not have registered occupations cataloged.
Daniel Lee died on January 16, 1878. The 1880 census recognized Diana
Mattison (48) as the head of household. Also listed was Lewis (22), a farmer, and
William (24) as “working on farm.” The household also included Emma (16) as
at home and Charley (12) attended school. Diana Mattison died on March 5, 1887
of dropsy of the heart (Watkins Express), she was 57 years old. Her death notice
states that Lewis A. Mattison occupied the homestead, although there is no
mention of additional heirs. All of the archaeological data indicates that the Lee I
house had burned and subsequently the residents abandoned the farm about the
same time as Diana Mattison’s death.
Given this historic background, the largest canning assemblage from F5, (TPQ
date of 1888) is clearly associated with Diana Mattison. Diana’s son, Lewis (30)
appears to have run the farm while caring for his aging mother. We may assume
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by comparing the historical overview with the archaeological data that the
majority of the F5 deposition occurred around the time of Diana’s death just a few
years before Lewis married Amanda (mid 1890’s).
Lee II: The Lee II site is a second house constructed on the Lee farm
undoubtedly because of the fire. Artifact totals do not reflect an abundance of
canning goods. From the excavation of over 11 features, the total number of
artifacts was 2,864 with 208 food related items, and a mere 19 canning jar objects
or fragments.
The 19 canning objects originated from two contexts: 12 objects were from
surface collections performed site wide and seven were from F11. Determining
the mean or TPQ from the surface collection proved unproductive due to a lack of
diagnostic artifacts. The mean date from the F11 objects was 1906 with a TPQ of
1926. Canning objects represent .66% of the total assemblage, and 9.1% of foodrelated artifacts. The Lee II site ranks as having the forth-lowest density of
canning evidence within the sample, in stark contrast to archaeological data
collected from the Lee I portion of the farmstead.
The Lee II: site is an extension of the earlier Lee occupation. All of the
historic documentation and evidence suggests that Lewis continued to live on the
property and operate the farm. After Diana’s death (1887) the Mattison
household appears to remain quite small. The nature of the household at the Lee
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Farm changed again in the mid-1890s when Lewis got married. There is no
record of the marriage, but a deed from 1894 lists Lewis as single, while his
oldest son was born in 1895. This historical information indicates that Lewis and
Amanda wed sometime in 1894 or 1895. All of the data indicates that Lewis
built the second house (Lee II) at the time of his marriage. Amanda was Lewis’
wife, but there is no record of her maiden name. Census records designate that by
1900, Lewis and Amanda had two children: Carl (5) and Frank (1). Later census
documents (1915) indicate Lewis (56) and Amanda (43) bore three sons: Carl
(20), Frank (15), and Theodore (13), all listed in school. By the 1920 census, Carl
left the household while Frank and Theodore remained in residence, working on
the farmstead. According to the 1925 census, the household consisted of only
Lewis (66), Amanda (53), and Theodore (23).
Despite extensive research, it remains unclear exactly when abandonment
finally occurred at the Lee farm. The closest calculations infer the approximate
time was between the late 1920s or even the early 1930s. Frank and Carl surface
in the 1930 census as residing in Syracuse, New York. The Mattison’s
relinquished the farm to the Federal Government in 1937 for $1,290. The 1941
relocation report states that Mr. Mattison was deceased: Lewis would have been
82.
“Mr. Mattison was an old man and when he sold his farm to the
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Government moved in with his son, who is in business in Syracuse,
New York.”
The Lee I and Lee II farmsteads demonstrate the complexities associated between
each farms historic overview and the data assemblages. The data infers that
although the site name emanated from the Daniel Lee occupancy, the deposition
of canning objects originated from the later Mattison residencies. TPQ dating
conjoined with historic records associate the canning objects to the occupation of
Diana Mattison at Lee I and to Lewis and Amanda Mattison at Lee II.
Creighton
The Creighton occupation began in 1832 and continued until 1936 on this 100acre parcel. 70 years of the site’s occupation occurred after the 1865 introduction
of home canning. Unfortunately, after the federal government buyout in 1939, the
Forest Service dramatically altered the site by constructing a pond. This
alteration severely limited archaeological excavation of the site due to disruption.
Despite the pond disruption, archaeological investigation revealed five
distinctive features which yielded almost 6,000 artifacts. Only F5, a possible
house addition, contained evidence of canning: just two fragments. The mean date
for this feature was 1891 with a TPQ of 1858. This early TPQ signifies that all
the artifacts had a long temporal span, indicating that the mean date is probably
more reliable in this case. Of the 5,914 artifacts retrieved, 179 relate to food
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production. The percent of canning objects to total artifacts was .03% and the
percent of the total number of food related items to canning objects was 1.12%.
Patriarch William Creighton and his wife Marion B. began their residency on
January 16, 1832 and the property remained in the family until 1927. William
died in 1844, at which time he passed the family farm to his son John H. and wife
Attie. John H. and Attie lived at the farm until John’s death in 1907. The farm
was then deeded to their son William and then to grandson George B. Creighton
in 1927. George B. and his wife Gladys M. sold the farm to the Federal
Government about 1939.
Even though the canning jar sample is very small, the 1891 mean date
associates these materials with the John H. Creighton occupation. The small
sample size indicates that this family did little canning.
Ball
The Ball site is one of the smaller farmsteads in the analysis at only 25 acres.
Purchased in 1835 and abandoned in 1935, the site had an occupancy period of
one hundred years. As with the Creighton site, 70 years of the occupation on the
Ball farmstead occurred after home canning’s introduction.
Archaeologists identified ten features, which yielded 4,141 total artifacts. Of
the 4,141 artifacts, 401 of the items related to food and 84 objects provided
evidence of home canning. Two features substantiated canning at the farm: a
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cellar hole labeled F1 revealed four fragments and a stone structure determined to
be a root cellar, F6, produced the majority, 84 canning objects.
Analysis of the objects generated only one complete set of dates. The mean
from F1 was uncertain but investigations established a TPQ of 1896. F6 had a
mean date of 1894 and a TPQ of 1920.
Canning jar objects represent 2.03% of the total sample and 21% the total
number of food related objects
The Ball occupation did not actually begin on their small parcel until 1848.
The original occupant, Caleb Smith, assumed ownership of the plot from his
father John M. Smith in 1838. John M. purchased 100 acres (lot 53) in 1835,
subsequently dividing his land to provide a homestead for his son Caleb. Caleb
resided and retained title until 1842, then sold the plot to an individual outside of
the family linage, 64-year-old Robert Curry.
The elderly Robert Curry and his wife Martha resided on the property for only
a handful of years: 70 year old Robert died in 1846, naming Emma Ball and
Asenath Beach his heirs. Two years after legally inheriting the property, Emma
(35), husband David Ball (43), and their first child Daniel (3) took up residency at
the farmstead. The couple had two more children, both sons, listed on the 1860
census: middle child Albert was nine and the youngest Ball member, Edgar was
only age six at the time of this census. David Ball also had another son named
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George who does not appear on any of regional census records. Historical
documentations remain unclear as to the whereabouts of the other inheritor,
Asenath Beach.
Agricultural schedules indicate that the Ball family doubled the listed value of
the land by agriculturally improving 20 of their 25 acres. Within five years, the
1865 agricultural schedule specified improvement of an additional acre of land
leaving only four unimproved acres.
After 18 years of residency (1866), official deed records finally recognized the
1846 property inheritance initiated by Robert Curry to Emma Ball, but only after
a fee of $450.00 was paid. Emma died in 1868 at the age of 53. Population
schedules indicate that David, now 61, relocated from the Backbone to reside with
his son George in Lodi, New York. Soon after, first son Daniel also relocated to
Lodi: records list Daniel Ball as a farm worker employed by another landowner.
Throughout this time David Ball maintained ownership of the Backbone property
however, no one from the Ball family resided there.
John H. Smith is listed in the 1875 population schedule as residing at the farm.
Subsequently, John and his family moved to a house owned by relative Henry
Smith, whose property was located to the south of the Ball site.
It took five years for David Ball to receive a deed for the property previously
owned by his wife Emma. Finally, in 1873 after paying the sum of one dollar,
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David gained a legal deed to the homestead and returned to the Backbone within
two years. The 1875 agricultural schedules in conjunction with the 1874 map of
the region helps confirm David’s return to the Backbone and the homestead. At
this time, information contained within the 1875 agricultural schedule lists the
parcel as containing 23 acres of improved farmland, two unimproved acres, with a
sustained value of $1000.00. In 1886, David Ball died at the age of 68. Weeks
before his death he sold his land to Ellen Coughlin for $940.00, a sum slightly
under the recorded value of the property.
The 1880 census records suggest that Ellen Coughlin did not purchase the Ball
homestead for herself, instead allocating the property to her 39-year-old daughter
Bridget and her husband Richard Maloney (50). The 1880 census lists Irish born
Richard and Bridget as having three children at the time their occupancy began.
The 1880 agricultural schedule indicated Richard Maloney was indeed a farmer
situated on the 25-acre site, however, the value assigned to the property plunged
dramatically: the $1000.00 value assigned to David Ball in 1868 was reduced to
just $300.00 within a few short years.
Ellen Coughlin was 85 years old when she died in 1898. Her last will and
testament designated daughter Bridget as her one and only heir. Within two years
(1900) Richard also died. The tax records for 1900 indicate that Bridget retained
legal ownership of the parcel paying $2.58 in taxes on property valued at $300.00.
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In 1908, Bridget Maloney passed away at the age of 68, specifying her three sons,
Thomas, William, and John as beneficiary in conjunction with granddaughter
Alice Fisher. The same year (1908), deeds recorded the transfer of title from John
and Mary Maloney to Charles Fisher, the husband of granddaughter Alice for the
sum of $300.00, the properties current value.
Within three years, 1911 tax records point to another new owner of the site,
Hans Hansen although it is unclear whether he ever resided on the site. One year
later, 1912, a different title-holder appeared in the roll: Italian descendants Luigi
and Cesere Arcangeli owned the farm reportedly valued at $300.00. The pair
paid $6.14 in taxes. After 17 years of ownership, Luigi and Cesere sold the
property to Amos Abbott who remained the legal owner until he died at 70 years
of age, in 1932.
This farm’s property ownership came full circle in 1933: remember that in
1835 John M. Smith originally owned the 100 acre farm before it was divided
between relatives. Descendant Henry Smith purchased the 25 acre Ball farmstead
for $100.00, integrating the farm back into a Smith homestead. As with the
majority of the Backbone farmsteads, the plot sold to the federal government in
1936.
Historical investigations established eleven different occupations or ownership
transfers at this site. Subsequently, the potential for a number of different
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depositions to occur is quite high, yet only two features contained canning
remains. Comparison between the historical overview with the mean and TPQ
dates proved extremely productive. The small deposit at F1 generated a TPQ of
1894. This indicates that Bridget and Richard Maloney were the residents and the
individuals responsible for this deposit. The 1920 TPQ from the larger deposit
comprised of 84 canning objects does not fit into the Maloney residency. By
1908, the young family consisting of Bridget and Richard’s granddaughter Alice
and her husband Charles Fisher permanently resided on the farm. Thus, the F6
TPQ of 1920 suggests that Alice and Charles are responsible for most of this
deposit.
Purdy/Velie
Occupied for 105 years, the initial residents on the 100 acre Purdy/Velie farm
were tenants and little information is available about them. Archaeological
investigations conducted on the main house indicate construction dates
somewhere between 1855 and 1860, a date associated with tenant occupation.
The 1939 appraisal report indicates that the house was 1 and 1/2 stories tall,
had ten rooms including an addition, and a complete cellar beneath the dwelling.
A springhouse, porch addition, a U-shaped barn with a silo, a woodshed, and
several middens comprised the features surveyed and excavated at the farm.
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The Purdy-Velie farmstead produced 14,993 total artifacts from excavations:
2,014 related to food and 105 associate with canning. Of these features, five
contained evidence of canning. F3, a springhouse, generated the highest number
of canning jar objects with 90 fragments. The remaining 4 features included the
F5 north cellar hole, the F0 surface collection, a sealed sheet midden at F8, and a
secondary midden, F9. The remaining 15 canning objects originated from these
four features combined.
Analysis of the F3 canning objects yielded a mean date of 1874 and TPQ of
1916. With the exception of the F8 midden, all the other contexts date to the early
20th century. F8 was a buried and sealed sheet midden deposit that yielded 2,896
artifacts but, only one canning fragment. The F8 assemblage has a mean date of
1850 and TPQ of 1880 which clearly associates it with the tenant occupation.
Table 3.3-The Purdy/Velie site: Features with canning jars and their dates.
FEATURE

DESCRIPTION

# CANNING

MEAN

TPQ

F0
F3
F5
F8
F9

SURFACE
SPRINGHOUSE

6
90
3
1
5

UNKNOWN
1889
1874
1850
1844

UNKNOWN
1916
1917
1880
1917

N. CELLAR HOLE

SHEET MIDDEN

MIDDEN

Considering that this site produced the highest number of artifacts, percent
analysis between the number of total artifacts and canning objects generated an
extremely minimal number, 0.07%, one of the lowest in the sample. The
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relationship between the percent of food related items and canning objects was
5.21, another particularly low figure.
John L. Eastman established the Purdy/Velie farm in 1835. Thomas and
Alexander Purdy bought the property in 1859 and owned the property until 1895.
There is no evidence within any of the historical sources that any of these owners
ever lived there, indicating tenants occupied the farm for the first 60 years.
Charles Velie and his wife Adelia (Dunham) Velie purchased the farm in 1895.
The couple took up residency at this time. Adelia died in 1929 after living on the
farmstead for 34 years. Records indicate that Charles continued to live there until
the farm sold to the government in by 1938. The 1930 census lists Charles (64)
living in the house with James Marshall (65).
Most of the canning evidence from the site came from the F3-spring house.
The Velie residency is inclusive of the TPQ of 1916 establishing the Velie’s as
the most likely depositors of the canning remains discovered at F3. In regards to
the remaining 15 canning objects, the TPQ dates also infer deposition by the Velie
family with the exception of the midden at F8. With a TPQ of 1880, it is likely
that the tenants made the deposit.
Smith
The 50-acre Smith farm occupied for exactly 100 years, 1836-1936.
Archaeological excavations discovered 12,937 artifacts in total: 1,284 food
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related items, and a notable 451 canning jar objects. Survey located several
features, four of which contained evidence of canning. The highest density of
canning, 417 objects, originated from F4, a box privy. The remaining three
features produced substantially lower figures yielding 32 canning related objects.
F2, a porch addition contained 18 objects, F6, a garage structure 3, and F7, a
midden, 11.
These assemblages yielded the following mean and TPQ dates: the F2 mean
was 1875 with a TPQ of 1906, the F4 mean was 1893 with a TPQ of 1947, the F6
mean was 1863 with a TPQ of 1935, and the mean for F7 was 1847 with a TPQ
of1882. I question the 1947 TPQ associated with the F4 box privy: this date is
years after the farm’s abandonment. There must be other factors in play regarding
this deposit. Perhaps unknown individuals utilized this site for their dumping
grounds years after abandonment or campers or hunters deposited their gunnage
in there. Table 3.4 illustrates the canning jar count from each feature with
associated dates.
Table 3.4-The Smith site: Features with canning jars and their dates.
FEATURE
F2
F4
F6
F7

DESCRIPTION
PORCH ADDITION

BOX PRIVY
GARAGE
MIDDEN

# CANNING
18
417
3
11
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MEAN
1875
1893
1863
1847

TPQ
1906
1947
1935
1882

The extremely high density of canning objects suggests this may be a combination
of abandonment by the Smiths and later use of the site by unknown others as a
dump.
The percent between the total number of artifacts and canning objects figured
3.49% while the percent concerning food related items and canning jar objects
was 35.12%. This percentage rate is the fourth highest in the analysis in this
category. The high quantity of canning remains substantiated by the percentages
leave little doubt that the residents of the Smith farm adopted the practice of
canning.
Established in 1836 by John M. Smith (24), the Smith farm remained within
the family a full 100 years until the government buyout, 1936. The 50 acre farm
is where John M. and his wife Martha raised at least six children. Census records
indicate that sometime around 1880 Martha died, leaving husband John M. in
residence by himself. It remains unclear as to the residency or location of John
and Martha’s children or if John M. still routinely worked the farm. However,
information recovered from the records indicate that shortly after Martha’s death
John M. also died, and son John H. Smith inherited the property.
After he inherited the family farm, John H. married Abigail Howell. 1900
census reports indicate that over the course of the 20 years, 1880-1900, the couple
raised four children on the property. Youngest son Henry took over the farm after
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the death of John H. in 1914. He lived there with his wife Della, mother Abigail,
and their children. Henry remained on the site, working the farm until selling to
the government in 1936.
The 1947 TPQ associated with the 417 canning objects discovered at the F4
box privy signifies deposition by the last generation of Smith family members to
reside on the site: Henry and Della Smith as well as other later potential
contributors. The 1935 TPQ at F6 also suggests the deposit resulted from Henry
and Della but, occurred a year before the buyout. The 1906 TPQ associated with
the F2 porch addition happened at about the midpoint of John H. and Abigail
Smith’s residency. The earliest TPQ, 1882, suggests deposition by both John M.
and Martha and/or John H. and Abigail.
The Dunham Sites
The first occupation began on the 130 acre Dunham site in 1836.
Archaeological investigations established that two distinct homesteads existed on
the parcel. Accordingly, each received their own. The log cabin site (Dunham
II), occupied from 1836-1845, yielded extensive domestic artifacts, but all predate the development of canning technology. Dunham I, occupied 1866-1930,
represents the second farm established on the same parcel and produced the
highest number of canning objects in the sample.
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Archaeological excavation at Dunham I revealed rich artifact deposits totaling
11,030 with 1,890 food related items, and 1,184 canning related objects. Six of
the nine features yielded canning evidence. F5, a possible smokehouse, had the
highest number of canning objects at 1,154. The remaining five features yielded
only 29 additional canning remains: F1, the house cellar, had two fragments; F4,
an unidentified rock concentration nine fragments; F6, the barn foundation
produced only one fragment; F7, the springhouse, seven; and F9, the east house
addition, ten fragments.
Analysis of all of the canning objects from these features look as if they date to
the early 20th century. The F1 mean was 1903 with a TPQ of 1925, the small rock
concentration at F4 had a mean of 1883 and a TPQ of 1914, and the feature
producing the large number of canning objects, the F5 outbuilding or potential
smokehouse had a mean of 1903 and a TPQ of 1920. The remaining two features,
the F7 springhouse, and the F9 east addition had a mean of 1912 and 1890 and a
TPQ of 1915 and 1893 respectively (Table 3.5).
Table 3.5-The Dunham I site: Features with canning jars and their dates.
FEATURE
F1
F4
F5
F6
F7
F9

DESCRIPTION
CELLAR
ROCK MOUND
SMOKEHOUSE
BARN BASE
SPRINGHOUSE
E. HOUSE ADD.

# CANNING
2
9
1,154
1
7
10
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MEAN
1903
1883
1903

TPQ
1925
1914
1920

UNKNOWN

UNKNOWN

1912
1890

1915
1893

Canning objects represent 10.78% of the total assemblage and 62.65% of the
food related items. This is the highest percent in the entire sample.
Twenty-one years after the abandonment of Dunham II, Jesse S. McNish and
his wife Sarah established the Dunham I farm in 1866. According to the 1870 and
1875 census reports, the McNish family appeared to be relatively stable,
especially for new arrivals to the Backbone. Records indicate the family had
children, constructed a new home on the property, and in less than ten years were
financially stable: capable of hiring additional farm help. Census recorded that
the McNish family hired Lucy Sherman (13) as a domestic servant in addition to
Guy Lewis (16) as a farm laborer.
Unfortunately, the apparent financial success of Jesse McNish was short lived.
An edition of The Watkins Express dated July 25, 1878 reported that Jesse S.
McNish committed suicide:
Jesse “hung himself in a moment of temporary insanity perhaps
brought about by the extreme heat the region was experiencing.
The newspaper further reported that Jesse, a well-to-do farmer was a well-liked
and highly respected member within the community. Subsequent probate records
did not suggest a decline in income or financial ruin that could help explain the
suicide. Sarah and the children packed a long list of belongings (each item listed
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within the probate records) and based on population schedules, relocated to
Elmira, New York.
According to deeds Sylvester Dunham and his wife Catherine, owners of a
neighboring farm, bought the McNish farm in 1879 for their oldest son William
and his wife Ella. According to the 1880 census, their only child Fred was born
one year later. William, Ella, and Fred only resided on the property for about five
years. Probate records indicate William died of severe blood poisoning, the result
from complications associated with a throat lancing from the use of improperly
sterilized instruments, on February 13, 1885. Probate inventories collected by
uncle and guardian Monroe Dunham allotted Ella the majority of the household
goods and accorded Fred the majority of the property. It is interesting to note that
within these official probate records, canning and fruit jar items, both full and
empty, received mentionable value. Generally, the reference of canning jars
within probate records is not common place but, proved an appreciated addition to
this analysis. The notation of canning in the probate records indicates the
significance this particular household placed on canning. Obviously, these
Dunham family members maintained a strong propensity for canning technology.
Population schedules from 1885 show that Ella and Fred relocated to a nearby
home while William’s sister Adelia occupied the Dunham I farm, subsequently
followed by his brother Monroe. Adelia (Dunham) married Charles Velie, March
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14, 1889 and they resided on the plot for a couple of years before they moved to
the Purdy/Velie Farm.
Monroe Dunham remained living and working as a farm laborer at his father
and mothers (see S. Dunham) homestead until he married Alice Coon (18) on
November 26, 1890 when he was 38 years old. Once married, Monroe and Alice
moved onto the Dunham I property. The 1893/94 Schuyler County census listed
Monroe Dunham as a farmer owning 132 acres. Agricultural schedules note the
acreage provided a substantial grape arbor and Monroe Dunham made a good
living selling livestock, specifically sheep. Over the course of their marriage,
Monroe and Alice had two children, a son named Minor and a daughter Roxanna.
Minor married on December 31, 1912 and took up residence at the Dunham I
homestead. Minor and Elsie began their family three years later with a daughter
Gwendolyn followed by a son Romaine two and a half years later. The 1914 farm
directory lists Minor as a general farmer.
By 1919, population schedules show that Minor sold everything at a home
auction and relocated to Akron, Summit County, Ohio with his father Monroe
(68), wife Alice (48) and their youngest child Lucille Margaret (8). Additional
notation within the schedules indicated Minor began a new career working for the
Street Railroad Company as an engineer, although they continued to pay the taxes
on the Dunham I property. Minor and Elsie never returned to the Backbone and
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eventually sold to the federal government in 1937. It is not clear who, if anyone,
occupied the farm between 1919 and 1937.
The Dunham farmstead contained evidence of two distinct occupations:
Dunham II was the only site in the sample without any evidence of canning jars.
This is easily explained since the short nine-year Dunham II occupation ended in
1845, a full two decades before home canning became a popular and widely
accepted preservation technique.
In contrast, the Dunham I site produced the highest number of canning objects
in the analysis. Almost two-thirds, 62.65%, of food related items relate to
canning, the highest percent in the entire sample. The only logical conclusion is
that the residents at Dunham I adopted and regularly used canning technology as a
method of food preservation.
Analysis of the mean and TPQ dates all yield early 20th century dates. It is
impossible to clearly distinguish the assemblages that may date to Monroe’s
occupation from those of his son Minor. In any event, we can be confident that
all of the canning jars derive from the same Dunham family and may represent a
family behavior carried on by multiple generations.
Wickham
With 109-acres of land, the Wickham farmstead is one of the largest in the
sample. Multiple generations of the Wickham family resided at the site for about
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63 years, achieving an occupational span of 83 years. The various occupations
began in 1837 and continued until 1920, 16 years before the government buyouts.
Archaeologists investigated over sixteen features at this site, including a rather
large house with at least two additions, several middens, and a privy.
Impressively, the total amount of artifacts discovered at the Wickham site number
13,340, second only to the Purdy/Velie farmstead. Food related items totaled
2,487 and the number of canning jar objects only 134: a rather small sample size
considering the high artifact total.
Six features contained canning evidence, two of which are notable: F4, a house
addition, had 46 objects and F15, the south slope midden contained 47. In
comparison, the remaining 41 canning objects, found in features 5, 6, 7, and 16
are not as remarkable. The mean and TPQ dates associated with all these features
appear consistent (table 3.6).
Table 3.6-The Wickham site: Features with canning jars and their dates.
FEATURE
F4
F5
F6
F7
F15
F16

DESCRIPTION
ADDITION
ADDITION
BRICK PATH
PRIVY
SLOPE MIDDEN
EAST MIDDEN

# CANNING
46
15
2
11
47
12

MEAN
1872
1872
1890
1874
1878
1882

TPQ
1915
1915
1903
1921
1915
1890

Canning jars represent just 1% of the total artifact sample, and 5.39% of the
food-related artifacts.
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The farms first occupation was by Erastus and Almeda Wickham who
purchased the tract of land from his parents in 1837. It appears that at the time of
their purchase, Erastus and Almeda were expecting their first child. By 1855,
Erastus and Almeda had nine children, ranging from ages 19 to a newborn only
five months old. Also within this 18 years, the family accumulated an impressive
294 acres of land throughout the Backbone, the largest holding within the sample.
Erastus continued to live on the original 109 acres of land until 1873. At this
time, deeds document the transfer of the property from Erastus and Almeda
Wickham to their son Charles and wife Amelia. Agricultural and population
schedules from this period indicate that this generation of Wickham’s included
two natural children, and an adopted child. Together they continued the Wickham
legacy by working and maintaining 85 acres of improved farm land. The records
demonstrate that the family prospered: employing a hired hand to work the farm
and improving an additional ten acres.
Charles continued to live at the farm until 1893 when he retired and moved to
Bennetsburgh, New York, leaving operation of the farm to his son William.
William worked the farm for shares until 1898 when an entry in Charles’ diary
states that ‘Willie’ refused to work the farm for shares and asked his father to sell
it to him outright. Charles refused and ‘Willie’ left to establish his own farm.
(Wickham: 1884-1910)
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In the early 20th century, Charles’ daughter Bina with her husband James
Hubbell moved onto the farm but only for a brief period. Within a short span of
time, Bina and James also relocated away from the Backbone. From this time
forward, the Wickham farm was either abandoned or rented.
Charles Wickham died in 1911 and his will expressed a desire that the farm
remain in the family. Since both ‘Willie’ and Bina had reestablished in a different
place, the farm sold out of the family for the first time in its history. Charles
Egan, who lived in nearby Burdett, purchased the property but probably never
lived there. It is possible that he purchased the farm for additional land to work
rather than as a home. In 1939, Charles Egan sold the property to G. Earl Eagan
who shortly thereafter resold the land to the federal government.
Although the percentage between canning and total artifacts is low, there can
be little doubt that the residents of the Wickham farmstead invested in some
canning technology, but probably minimally. It is also highly probable that this
low number could reflect that the family received the canned goods as gifts.
Most of the deposits that contained canning jars date to Charles Egan’s
ownership after 1911. However, since it does not appear that the Egan family
resided at the farm, we cannot with any certainty attribute the deposition to them.
The unknown tenant occupation or renters are more likely to have made the
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significant deposits at F4 and F15, in addition to deposits recovered from F5 and
F7.
The F6 deposit may originate from the brief occupation of Bina and James
Hubbell but it is just as likely that the unknown tenant was responsible.
Analysis of the 12 canning objects recovered from the F16 east midden
reliably date to the occupation of Charles and Amelia Wickham. Despite the fact
that Charles and Amelia’s 20 year residency, 1873-1893, occurred several years
after the introduction of home canning technology, F16 contained a very small
ratio of canning objects. This information suggests that although Charles and
Amelia may have adopted canning, their investment was minimal in comparison
with other Backbone families.
A.C. Wickham
Occupation at the 99-acre A.C. Wickham farmstead did not begin until
Alexander Wickham purchased the land in 1850. The Wickham residency
spanned the course of 20 years, until the property sold to new owners in 1870. 50
years would pass before the property changed hands again, but the new owner
only resided there for 12 years. One additional deed transfer occurred before the
buyout in 1936 but the residency was very short. In total, the occupational span at
the A.C. Wickham site was 86 years.
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Archaeological surveys of the farmstead discovered several main features such
as a large seven room house, a newly constructed garage, and a nicely preserved
vault privy. Historical investigation of agricultural schedules revealed that the
garage was an upgrade, recently constructed over a preexisting barn foundation.
In total, archaeological efforts recovered 4,821 artifacts, with 749 food related
items, and 229 canning jar objects.
The richest feature on the site was the F4 privy which was the only feature
containing evidence of canning. The 229 fragment sample from this feature
produced a mean date of 1888 and a TPQ of 1935. The canning jars represent
4.76% of the total sample, and 30.57% of the food-related artifacts. The later ratio
ranks in the middle of the farmsteads in comparison to one another in this
category.
At 35 years of age, Alexander C. Wickham and his wife Olive (34) constructed
their homestead in 1850 when they purchased a total of 90 acres. Agricultural
schedules list the farm as evenly split with 45 improved acres and 45 unimproved.
By 1865, the farm had increased by nine acres, which brought the total farm
acreage to 99; 65 of the acres were improved, allocating the remaining 34 acres as
unimproved.
After 20 years of residency, Alexander and Olive sold their homestead. The
1870 census listed the new owners as Charles Dunham (43) and his wife Martha
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(36). Charles and Martha had two sons residing in the home: Jay (13) helped with
the daily running of the farm while younger brother Frank remained in school.
By 1880, young Frank (22) married Belle and she moved into the farmstead.
Within a year, Frank and Belle had their first child Nettie who, at the time of this
current census (1880), was only six months of age. Several Dunham generations
cohabited the site, within the same dwelling, throughout the next 50 years.
In 1920, Ralph Curry appears in deed records as the new owner of the
farmstead. The Curry family owned and operated the farm for the next 12 years,
until 1932, at which time the property sold to John Stachurski. The final sale of
the property was to the federal government in 1936.
Given this occupational history, the F4 box privy, with an 1888 mean date and
1935 TPQ indicates three potential contributors: Frank and Belle Dunham, Ralph
Curry’s family, or the family of John Stachurski. Since the TPQ of the box privy
was the year before the farms abandonment and subsequent sale, the most likely
contributor is John Stachurski.
S. Dunham
The 100-acre S. Dunham farmstead was established in 1850. The Dunham
residency lasted 75 years, through multiple generations, until the property sold in
1925. The final owner/resident remained on the site until 1941, five years after
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the government buyouts began. Occupancy at S. Dunham lasted a total of 91
years.
Archaeological exploration yielded an artifact sample totaling 7,885: 871 of
the artifacts related to food while 179 were canning jar fragments. Sixty of the
recovered canning objects derived from surface collections. Unfortunately, few
diagnostic artifacts meant that these surface collections could not be accurately
dated.
Archaeology identified eleven features at this site: the main house with
additions, a barn complex, wells, a privy, and more than one midden. In addition
to the surface collection, seven features contained evidence of canning behavior.
Three features contained the highest density of canning objects: the F5 house
addition, the F6 box privy and the F10 west midden (Table 3.7). An early house
addition, F2, contained two fragments, the F4 well eleven, the F7 barn complex
seven, and an outbuilding at F8 five.
Table 3.7-The S. Dunham site: Features with canning jars and their dates.
Feature
2
4
5
6
7
8
10

Description
Addition
Well
Addition
Box Privy
Barn Complex

Out Building
West Midden

# Canning
2
11
22
42
7
5
32
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Mean
1868
1886
1902
1903
1898
1899
1866

TPQ
1880
1916
1911
1910
1900
1858
1890

Canning objects represent 2.27% of the total artifact sample and 20.5% of all
food-related artifacts. Since over one fifth of food related items are canning
objects, we can state with some certainty that canning became a standard practice
at the S. Dunham Site.
Detailed agricultural schedules demonstrate that the Dunham family not only
survived on their property, but also thrived throughout a 30-year period of their
occupancy. Sylvester produced grapes, apples, peaches, and strawberries as well
as several varieties of vegetables. Based on archaeological data, analysis, and
first-hand recollections, we know that Catherine routinely utilized canning as a
method of food preservation for her family. Her grandson Fred recalled that:
Grandmother did her own canning…and the long rows of canned
food in the cellar could have withstood a long siege…And such a
Sunday dinner! The table was loaded with every variety of food
that a farm could produce-vegetables, and fruit, pickles, and
jams, cakes, and pies. (Dunham: 1959-8)
The farmstead established by Sylvester Dunham sometime after 1850
consisted of 100-acres. The 1860 census specified five individuals residing at the
farm:
Sylvester Dunham, listed as head of household, wife Catherine, and three children
William, Monroe, and Caroline. After Sylvester died in 1895, census records
reported Catherine as the new head of household. Catherine may have continued
residency on the farm until her death in 1909.
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Monroe Dunham became the

new head of household by 1913, maintaining the position until 1925. In 1925,
Monroe sold the farm to a widowed woman by the name of Delphine Jennings.
According to the Finger Lakes National Forest Tract 265 record from 1939:
[Delphine] lives on the farm when she can’t obtain housework. Her
son, who works in a nearby village as a plumber, has no time for
farming.
Jennings eventually sold the property in 1941 as a part of the government buyout.
Three of the site features date to the occupation of Catherine and Sylvester, F2,
F8, and F10 and four features (F4, F5, F6, and F7) date to Catherine’s occupation
Bell
In 1853, about 12 years before the introduction of home canning, John and
Isabelle Bell purchased 95 acres of Backbone land. After the turn of the century,
female descendants and their families owned and occupied the site until it sold to
the federal government in 1936. In total, occupation of the farmstead
encompassed 83 years.
Archaeologists recovered 9,652 objects from the site, including 1,262 food
related items and 347 canning jar objects. Survey of the property disclosed a
remarkable twenty-two features, seven of which contained canning objects. F12,
a privy contained the highest density of canning remains at 108, and a surface
dump (F10), a substantial 103. Five additional features at the Bell farmstead
yielded evidence of canning, bringing the total number of objects to 345. The
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seven features contained within table 3.8 show the relationship between the
features, canning jars, and their apportioned dates.
Table 3.8-The Bell site: Features with canning jars and their dates.
Feature
2
3
5
10
12
20
22

Description
Addition Wall
House
Outbuilding
Bottle Dump
Privy
Midden
Midden

# Canning
65
15
9
103
108
31
14

Mean
1873
1899
1894
1909
1910
1896
1911

TPQ
1888
1915
1920
1931
1935
1915
1927

These 347 canning objects represent 3.6% of the total sample, and 27.5%
compared with food related items. The 27.5% is close to the median obtained
from the farmsteads in the sample.
Historic records such as population and agricultural schedules establish that
John Bell and his wife Isabelle resided on their farmstead for 47 years, from 1853
until 1900. During their occupation, John and Isabelle had two daughters Martha
and Ida. Specific details contained with these records indicate that throughout
their residency, the Bell family sustained several farm hands and laborers.
Specifically, 1880 census lists John Graham as hired labor in addition to 62-yearold Jessie Mackentire. The Bell’s also cared for additional family members: a
niece named Mary and nephew William: their ages are unclear. After Isabelle’s
death in 1886, John, his family, and hired help continued to live and work on the
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farm. After John died in 1897, their daughter Martha and husband Loyal Palmer
became the legal owners of the property.
From 1900 to 1925, the Palmer family resided at the farm. The 1925 census
listed the owner/occupant of the farm as John G. Palmer and his wife Ruth. It
appears that both Loyal and Martha must have died but information regarding this
is vague. Thus, it was the 2nd generation Palmer family who, in 1936, abandoned
the property after the government buyout program absorbed the farmstead.
Given this historic overview, all of the features that yielded canning jars can be
associated with a Palmer household with the exception of the F2 addition. The
mean date of 1873 and TPQ of 1888 indicates that this feature correlates with the
John and Isabelle Bell occupation. The deposits recovered from the F3 house, F5
outbuilding, and F20 midden produced TPQ dates spanning five years, 19151920, and associate them with Loyal and Martha Palmer. The final occupation by
John and Ruth Palmer correlates with the deposits originating from F10 dump,
F11 privy, and the F22 midden. The TPQ dates span from 1927, two years after
they took over the farm until 1935, one year before the buyout. Although the
mean dates indicate that the majority of the canning jars were deposited by the
Palmers, it cannot be overlooked that both families seem to have engaged in
canning and the similar dates suggest that other features may relate to the Bell
occupation as well.
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Bement
Originally established in 1853, the 100 acre Bement Farm changed ownership
multiple times, within two different families, during an 83 year occupational
period. Residency at the site continued until the government buyout in 1936.
Archaeological excavation of six features led to the discovery of 1,704 total
artifacts. Of these, 354 were food-related items with only 35 canning jar objects
represented. The main house (F1), including the cellar contained two objects with
a mean of 1885 and TPQ of 1900. Surveys revealed a potential dump site within
the confines of a large ravine located to the west of the house (F3). This feature
contained nine canning objects with a mean of 1902 and TPQ of 1920. F4 was a
rather large sheet midden located to the north-west side of the home, and yielded
the largest canning sample at 21 objects with a mean of 1898 and TPQ of 1921.
F6, a possible box privy, contained 3 canning objects and had a mean date of
1916 and TPQ of 1896. In all, canning objects were 2% of the total assemblage
and 9.9% of the food-related items (Table 3.9)
Table 3.9-The Bement site: Features with canning jars and their dates.
FEATURE
F1
F3
F4
F6

DESCRIPTION # CANNING
HOUSE CELLAR
2
LARGE RAVINE
9
SHEET MIDDEN
21
PRIVY
3

MEAN
1885
1902
1898
1916

TPQ
1900
1920
1921
1896

The first record we have of this farm is the 1853 Tompkins County map which
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shows a structure in this location (lot 53) labeled N. Wickham. Asahel Bement
purchased the 100 acre farm in 1853 from William N. and Alice A. Wickham for
$3,000. In 1850, three years before this purchase, Asahel married his first wife,
Polly Kellogg. Polly died in 1862 and Asahel remarried two years later to Nancy
Lovina Health. By the 1870 census, the household in residence on the farm only
included Asahel (60) and Nancy (53). According to the 1870 agricultural
schedule, the Bement farm consisted of 80 improved acres and 20 acres of forest
or woodlot. Between 1870 and 1875, Nancy and Asahel divorced and Asahel
seems to have left the area.
Nancy L. Bement continued to live at the farm for a time. The 1875 New
York State census lists her as a divorced “boarder” living with Frank Jewell (31)
and his wife Sarah (28) and son Fred (5). The 1880 census listed Nancy (62) as
the head of household, living with Abram Cronk (29) farmer, his wife Jane (28)
and four month old son Eben. In a deed dated September 26, 1879, Nancy sold
this farm to Abram Cronk for the sum of $1 striking an agreement which stated,
“For the effort and maintenance of her for the rest of her life.” (Schuler County
deeds: 1879) Nancy lived at the farm until her death in 1885. Her will, signed
March 16, 1885, left all of her real and personal estate to her brother-in-law John
Boyington of Ohio. Boyington in turn sold the farm to Oliver C. Hubbell in 1887
for $1,676.
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The 1891 tax roll lists the farm under the name of O.C. Hubbell, valued at
$2,070. Oliver C. Hubbell died in 1893 and the 1900 tax roll lists the farm as
owned by the heirs of O. Hubbell, wife Lydia A. Hubbell, and valued the farm at
$1,525. A warranty deed transferred this farm from Lydia A. to her son Orange
K. Hubbell in 1902. Orange K. and his wife Josephine of Odessa transferred the
property to Jabez Chesley in 1914, although it appears as if he had lived there for
a while before the official transfer.
Census records from 1910 indicate that Jabez Chesley (24) was living on the
“hill west of Reynoldsville,” the location of the Bement Farm, with his wife Stella
(23) and children Grace (3) and Floyd J. (0), his sister-in-law Libbie Slaigh (17),
and laborer Joseph Wyatt (20). The 1920 census lists Chesley as a general farmer
who owned the land but had a mortgage. The household included his wife Estella
(33), and children Grace (12) and Floyd (9). The 1930 census lists Jabez (45) and
Stella (43) living with a boarder, Donald Wakely (11). Jabez Chesley continued
to live at this location until the sold the land to the government in 1936.
In contrast with many of the other sites, the Bement farmstead yielded a
considerably smaller sample canning objects. Examination of the mean and TPQ
dates suggest that the canning objects recovered from the ravine at F3 and the F4
sheet midden associate with the Chesley occupation. The canning fragments from
the F1 house cellar date to the occupation associated with Lydia A. Hubbell. The
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1886 TPQ linked to the F6 privy associates with Lydia A. however, this small
deposit may also relate to Oliver and Lydia’s occupation before his death.
Dusenbury
Initially purchased in 1857, the history connected with the 88-acre Dusenbury
Farm is somewhat complicated, due in part to gaps within the historical
documentations. Several diverse families, comprised of different age groups
occupied the site for a total of 84 years. The property sold to the federal
government in 1941, five years after buyout began.
Investigation of the site explored six features, two of which contained evidence
of canning. In total, archaeology recovered 1,536 artifacts from the Dusenbury
Site, including 283 food related objects, and 57 canning jar objects. The canning
objects represent 3.7% of the total number of artifacts and 20.1% of food-related
items.
Surface collections, F0, yielded 27 canning-related objects and the F1 cellar
hole produced 30. Unfortunately, the F0 objects did not contain enough
diagnostic information to formulate accurate dates. However, analysis of the
canning objects from the F1 cellar hole generated a mean of 1927 and TPQ of
1938.
Reuben Dusenbury purchased this property in 1857. County records and
census concerning the purchase of the property indicated Reuben Dusenbury (42)
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was head of household in conjunction with his wife Mary Etta (30) and that they
had three children. The eldest was a son named Henry, followed three years later
by second son Edwin A. Only daughter, at the time, Delaphine was born two
years later. Over the next 13 years, Reuben and Mary had two additional
children, Ernest and Emma, bringing their total to five over an 18 year span.
According to the 1870 population schedule, the Dusenbury family resided in the
nearby township of Burdett, rather than their Backbone property.
Thirteen years after its purchase, the 1870 population schedule registered
Mitchell Gardner (28), described as a farm laborer and his wife Sarah E. as the
current residents on the Dusenbury farm. Also listed were three children: George
W. (9 months), Susan E. (3), and Daniel A. (4).
Ten years later, the 1880 agricultural schedule showed that the Dusenbury
family once again resided on the farm. Reuben was now 65 years old and Mary
Etta was 52. Their fourth child Earnest (22) and youngest child Emma (18) also
appear in the schedule as residing and working on the farm with their aging
parents. The schedule noted that the property consisted of 71 improved acres, 16
unimproved, and one acre was unaccountable. Four years later, in 1884, Reuben
died at the age of 69.
Little information is available regarding the family after Rubin’s death in 1884
until they once again appear in the 1900 tax records. These records indicated that
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the taxes due on the farmstead were paid by Mary Etta but it remains unclear if
she still resided on the property and if so, who helped run the farm.
In 1908 Eugene Fish (40) and his wife Cora Mackay (42) bought the farm.
Eugene and Cora also purchased the 55-acre Gardner farm five years later, in
1913. The 1914 Hector farm directory listed the Fish family as sheep farmers
who implemented general farming strategies. Cora passed away in 1930 at age 64
and nine years later, Eugene died at the age of 71. Eugene’s niece Pearl (Curry)
Egan became executor of the estate and finally sold the 88-acre Dusenbury
homestead to the federal government in 1941. Government records described the
land at the time of the sale as: “Old buildings needing repairs and without any
modern improvements situated on hilly acreage and only partially cultivated.”
Perhaps this farm decline was due in part to the advanced age of Eugene and Cora
Fish. It is not likely that the aging Dusenbury’s contributed to the canning jar
deposition, since Reuben died in 1884 and the TPQ association was 1938. Estate
executer Pearl (Curry) Egan also does not appear to have ever resided at the site.
It makes sense, that Eugene and Cora Fish were responsible for the F1 cellar hole
canning objects.
McNetton
The 25-acre McNetton farmstead had an occupancy of 76 years. Purchased in
1860, the McNetton Farm is one of the smallest in the sample. Census, farm
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schedules, and other documents revealed little of the occupants throughout much
of this time. The site appears to have tenants during the last 16 years of
occupancy until sold to the government in 1936.
Archaeological investigations conducted at the McNetton farmstead
discovered four major features, two of which contained evidence of canning. F3,
a dump, contained four fragments but no diagnostic material from which to
determine a mean or TPQ date. However, a second dump, identified as F4,
contained the remaining 110 canning objects. Analysis provided a mean of 1910
and TPQ of 1935. Interestingly, of the 390 total objects recovered, 240 relate to
food and 140 connect to canning jars. This indicates a huge difference in density,
especially compared with other sites considering this farm’s lesser acreage.
The percentages clearly illustrates this point. Canning jars represent 29.2% of
total artifacts, and 47.4% of food-related items. The figures between total
artifacts and canning objects represent the highest percent in this analysis while
the contrast between food related items and canning objects is the second highest.
John Bell purchased this 25 acre plot of land sometime between 1857 and
1860. According to the 1860 census, John Bell’s niece occupied this farm with
her husband, Andrew Devitt, and their sons, John and Robert. Sometime before
1870 Mary and Andrew divorce, and Mary remarried Alexander McNetton. The
census for 1870 listed seven residents on the farmstead: husband and wife Mary
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and Alexander McNetton and five sons: Edward and William McNetton, John,
Robert, and David Devitt. The 1880 census confirmed that the entire family
remained in residence on the property and included a new addition, Mary E.
McNetton.
By 1900, records indicate the household consisted of Alexander and Mary and
another two children, Libbie and James. Alexander died in 1907, followed shortly
by Mary in 1908. Emmett McNetton, family relationship uncertain, assumed
control of the farm, but he left the area by 1920 and John G. Palmer assumed
ownership of the farm. Since John Palmer resided at the Bell Farm, it is likely
that the farm became primarily a tenant-run operation. It is curious that the site
yielding the highest canning percent associates to a tenant farm family.
The dates of the dumps containing canning objects all date to the period when
the occupants of this farm seems to have been unknown tenant farmers. It is
curious that the site yielding the highest canning percent associates to a tenant
farm family. Curious, I decided to take a brief look at canning density across a
random sampling of other sites. I utilized some of the higher and lower of the
sample percentages to compare and contrast the McNetton farm and other
Backbone sites with similar occupational dates. Table 3.10 illustrates how high
the density was at McNetton, especially compared with the low number of total
artifacts.
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Table 3.10-A sample comparison of canning density between sites.
Farm

# Artifacts

# Canning

Percent

Food Items

Percent

McNetton
S. Dunham
R. Henry
Bell
Bement
A. Dunham
Albright II

390
7,885
8,364
9,652
1,704
5,594
11,100

114
179
293
347
35
430
5

29.23%
2.27%
3.50%
3.60%
2.05%
7.69%
.05%

240
871
1,500
1,262
354
1,428
523

47.50%
20.55%
19.53%
27.50%
9.89%
30.11%
.96%

R. Henry
The R. Henry Farm was occupied for 76 years, from 1860-1936. Like
McNetton, the R. Henry farm also had a blend of owner occupants as well as
tenants.
Archaeological investigation revealed multiple phases of construction occurred
on R. Henry. Surveys conducted on the site discovered two separate houses and a
large barn complex, as well as several dump areas. In all, exploration of R. Henry
documented over 16 features. The 8,364 artifacts discovered include 1,500
objects relating to food items and 293 canning jar remains.
Seven features contained evidence of canning but two held the highest density:
F2, a dump, contained 107 objects with a mean of 1907 and TPQ of 1930, and F5,
the original house foundations, which contained 130 canning objects and had a
mean of 1883 and TPQ of 1929. In addition, collection from an additional three
dumps and a large barn complex occurred (Table 3.11). The percent of canning
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objects to the total number of artifacts was 3.50% while canning jars represented
19.5% of food-related items.
Table 3.11-The R. Henry site: Features with canning jars and their dates.
Feature
F6
F7
F9
F11
F16

Description
Dump
Dump
Barn
Dump
Unidentified

# Canning
19
2
15
9
11

Mean
1887
1892
1883
1896
Unidentified

TPQ
1918
1890
1890
1920
Unidentified

Ralph S. and Horace Henry established this farmstead in 1860. The 1860
census listed the occupants as Ralph Henry (26), wife Mary (24), Horace Henry
(23), and Georgiana (2). In 1870 records indicated that Ralph (37), his wife Mary
(36), and 12-year old daughter Georgiana resided at the farm and they improved
35 acres of their 80-acre plot. The 1875 agricultural schedules suggest that the
farm has increased by 5 acres. However, 1880 population schedules listed Ralph
S. Henry as living in nearby Ovid, working as a laborer for his father-in-law John
Brooks (80). The agricultural schedule for the same year, 1880, indicated John C.
Williams worked the R. Henry farmstead for shares.
In 1881, the farm sold to 41-year old Isaac Albright for the sum of $2000.00.
Isaac Albright appeared in the 1893/94 Hector Directory as a general farmer who
owned 180 acres, which included the R. Henry Farm as well as his parent’s farm,
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called the Albright I Site. It remains unclear as to the status of John C. Williams
who worked the land for shares in 1880.
In 1901, Isaac deeded the R. Henry Farm to his son John L. who sold the farm
just 8 years later, 1909, to 30-year old Hector dressmaker Lina B. Robinson. The
1914 farm directory listed Lina B. as the owner of the 85-acre plot and noted that
Lina B. sold a variety of grains along with hay. Lina Robinson never seems to
have lived on the Backbone; it is not clear who occupied the R. Henry Farm at
this time. On October 21, 1915, Lina B. married William L. Williams (52) who
also resided in the Town of Hector. Tax records indicate that Lina B. paid the
taxes for the R. Henry plot until she sold the land to the federal government in
1936. Even though Lina Robinson owned this farm for 27 years, there is no
indication that she ever lived there.
Given the dates of the features, the canning jar assemblages seem to be
associated with Isaac (F7 &F9), or unknown tenants who probably rented or
leased the farm from Lina Robinson (F2, F5, F6, & F11).
A. Dunham
Records indicate the 103 acre A. Dunham Farm had a 74 year occupational
period that began in 1863 and ended in 1937, one year after government buyouts
began.
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The A. Dunham site produced an abundance of archaeological data: 5,594
total artifacts, 1,428 food related items, and 430 canning jar objects.
Of the numerous features investigated, three produced evidence of canning
activity. F1, the cellar, yielded the least number of canning fragments at nine
objects. Although the F5 privy produced a significant number of canning objects,
192, the dump at F8 provided the greatest evidence of canning with 229 objects.
The canning objects represent 7.69% of the total assemblage, and 30.11% of the
food-related artifacts.
Despite the low number of fragments recovered from the F1 cellar, analysis
produced a reliable mean of 1903 and TPQ of 1925. The F5 privy had a mean of
1910 and TPQ of 1929 and the substantial deposit recovered from the F8 dump
revealed a mean of 1907 and TPQ of 1929. The similarity of these dates suggests
that the deposits relate to the same occupation.
Prior to 1863, Jabez S. Smith owned this land, although no structures appear
on the parcel maps for 1853 or 1857. After Jabez Smith’s death, the executors of
his estate sold the 100-acre parcel to Richard E. Smith for $1800. In 1869,
Richard E. and Letty Smith sold this property, with an additional 3 acres, to
Charles C. Owen for $4000. It is possible that Charles Owen occupied the farm
as a tenant, or perhaps was paying on a mortgage before the deed transfer in 1869.
If so, the Owens didn’t live there long since the 1865 agricultural schedule listed
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him as operating a 75 acre farm, valued at $3,000, elsewhere near the Town of
Hector.
Owen sold the farm to Alexander Dunham and his wife Olive on September
8th, 1870 for the sum of $3500. According to the 1880 population schedule,
Alexander, Olive, and their son Irving (12) resided at the farm. The Dunham
family was prosperous enough to have a full time paid farm hand on premises,
Jason Luce (22). Alexander and Olive continued to live at the farm with Irving
until their death in 1915. Irving inherited the farm when Alexander and Olive
died and he continued to pay taxes on the farm even though there is no evidence
that he continued to live there. In 1925, Irving’s heirs sold the farm to George B.
and Gladys Creighton. George continued to own the property until he sold it to
the federal government in 1937.
The data indicates a high propensity for canning at the A. Dunham farmstead.
All of the features that contained canning objects have TPQ dates after George
Creighton purchased the farm. Even though the mean dates are slightly earlier,
the TPQ dates are more reliable for early 20th century materials.
The Albright Sites
The roughly 100 acre Albright Farm had two separate dwellings that relate to
two main occupations of the site. The earliest occupation occurred on Albright II
Site which dates from 1865-1888.At Albright I, occupation began in 1897, after a
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nine year vacancy, and ended in 1935. The total occupancy timeframe for both
dwelling was 61 years, taking into account the nine year gap in residency.
Archaeology at the Albright I farm revealed 19 distinct features: seven of
which contained evidence of canning. Of the 5,031 total artifacts discovered, 968
items related to food, and 127 objects to canning.
The canning objects recovered from Albright I represent 2.52% of the total
sample and 13.1% of the food-related items. Mean dates for these seven features
range from 1891 through 1899 and TPQ dates encompass a wide range: 1858
through 1910 (Table 3.12).
Table 3.12-The Albright I site: Features with canning jars and their dates.
Feature
F2
F3
F4
F8
F9
F15
F19

Description
Well
Privy
Outbuilding
Path
Outbuilding
Dump
Bottle Dump

# Canning
1
24
17
3
70
2
10

Mean
1886
1897
1892
1895
1899
1891
1909

TPQ
1858
1906
1886
1858
1910
1906
1930

At Albright II, the total artifact sample consisted of 5,563 total artifacts. Food
related items totaled 523 and despite extensive archaeological effort, recovered a
mere 5 canning objects. All five canning objects were from surface collections
(F0.) Diagnostic analysis of the fragments revealed a mean date of 1857 and a
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TPQ of 1886. These canning objects represent .05% of the total sample and .96%
of the food-related artifacts.
Patriarch John Albright (52) established the Albright II farmstead in 1865. His
wife Catherine (49) had given birth to several children over the previous years.
Yet, by the time the Albrights purchased their Backbone land, only two sons
relocated with them: William and Isaac. Shortly after they moved, population
schedules indicate that William married Mary Elizabeth and within a few months
delivered their first child, a son they named Harry.
Remaining son Isaac married Eustacia (Stacia) in 1871, and records indicate
that the couple relocated outside Mecklenberg, New York, quite a distance from
the family home. Isaac’s departure left eldest son William the only remaining
child of John and Catherine in residence alongside his parents on the farm.
The extended family constructed a basic, yet sturdy, log cabin which remained
the main dwelling throughout their entire occupation. Several generations of
Albrights worked and lived on the site over the course of 23 years, from 1865 to
1888. Notably, this is the period when canning was just beginning to emerge
commercially for use as a progressive and innovative food preservation strategy.
In 1881, Isaac and his growing family that now consisted of wife Stacia, and
their two children daughter Maud Mae and son John E. returned to the Backbone.
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The family purchased the R. Henry Farm which was located down the hill and
across Burnt Hill Road from the original Albright farmstead (R. Henry Farm).
According to agricultural and population schedules, multiple changes effected
the Albrights throughout the 1880’s. In 1884, the barn located at the original
homestead burnt to the ground, two years later in 1886, patriarch John (now age
75) died, and Catherine followed in 1888 at the age of 72. Isaac Albright took
sole ownership of his parent’s property and continued to work the land for income
revenue; however, they do not appear to have resided there.
When Isaac and Stacia’s daughter Maude married Herman Broderick in 1897,
it appears that they constructed a new dwelling on the. Archaeologists
characterized the new home as the Albright I Site. Record searches indicate that
Maude and Herman Broderick remained on the farm until at least 1930, although
Backbone life was not very kind for them. In 1925, the Broderick couple lost
legal ownership to their farm due to unpaid back taxes owed from 1922 through
1924. A deed transfer and tax roll recorded that Chester Burnett purchased the
land at auction for a mere $50.04, the total amount of taxes owed. The 1930
census and the tax roll for the same year revealed Chester Burnett as the property
owner; Herman now 65 years old and Maud Mae 53, simply remained as residents
on the property that they no longer owned.
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Given this historic overview, all of the canning objects recovered from the
Albright II Site can be associated with John and Catherine Albright’s occupation.
Likewise, all of the material from the Albright I Site link to Herman and Maude
Broderick. Two sites on the same farm, occupied by different generations of the
same family, suggest very different patterns in the use of canning technology.
The Albright II Site had very little evidence of canning. In contrast, the Albright I
Site had canning objects across the site.
Gardner
The 59-acre Gardner farmstead produced a large number of artifacts despite the
relatively short occupational period of 35 years. Records indicate that a minimum
of three different families resided on the farm from its purchase in 1865 to its
abandonment sometime in 1900.
Archaeological research resulted in the discovery of 12,501 objects, one of the
largest assemblages in the sample. Of these, 1,569 were food-related items, and
571 were canning jar remains. These investigations revealed over 11 features,
seven of which contained canning jar evidence. The privy, F3, contained an
impressive 446 canning objects and the addition to the main house, F9, held 70
objects. These two features disclosed the highest density of canning activity
within the site (Table 3.13).
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Table 3.13-The Gardner site: Features with canning jars and their dates.
Feature
F1
F2
F3
F4
F9
F10
F11

Description
Cellar Hole
House Well
Privy
Root Cellar
Addition
Drain Channel

Yard Midden

# Canning
8
1
446
4
70
2
36

Mean
1874
1884
1893
1872
1873
1891
1881

TPQ
1890
1865
1910
1886
1905
1910
1890

Canning objects represent 4.6% of the total sample and 36.4% of the foodrelated items. This is the third highest percent within this analysis. Specifically,
the deposits dated to1905-1910 infer that these residents readily embraced home
canning techniques.
The 59-acre Gardner Farm was a mid-sized farmstead in comparison with the
other Backbone holdings. Deeds from 1865 confirm that Owen O. Gardner (23)
acquired this parcel of land from Richard E. and Sally Smith soon after he
married his wife Lovina (22). By 1875, the household included Owen (34),
Lovina (32), Luella (8), Emma (4), Samuel (3), as well as Lovina’s niece Mary
Carsen (28) who, according to census and population schedules, did general
housework.
Despite the Gardner’s apparent success in 1877 they sold the farm to a young
farmer named Abram Wyatt. The same year Abram married Kate Knight who
was about 18 at the time. The Wyatt’s began their family within the span of a few
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months: 1880 census records for Hector indicated their first child, a daughter they
named Nora, was born November 11, 1878. Over the next few years, 1880-1893,
Abram and Kate had five more children: three girls and two boys.
Something dramatic happened to the Wyatt family about 1894, and it appears
as if Abram and Kate split up (although they do not seem to have formally
divorced). In a curious deed dated December 24, 1894, Abram transferred the
farm property to Kate:
“The premises thus conveyed being my life interest therein as
life-tenant on said lands” (Lib 44 Page 87).
There is no documentary evidence that any members of the Wyatt family
continued to live at the Gardner Site after 1894. Abram has not been located
anywhere in the 1900 census, but the 1910 and 1920 censuses list him as living in
the Town of West Almond, Allegany County, New York. Records indicate that
Kate’s father had previously paid the mortgages on the farm so it is likely that the
legal system recognized Kate as the rightful owner. Yet, it appears as if Kate did
not continue residency or to even operate the farm after relocating to Montour
Falls between 1894 and 1900. The 1900 census lists Kate as living alone in a
household in Montour Falls. This is the last reference we have for Kate.
Since this is the same time-period as most of the TPQ dates from this site, we
need to explore the family history a bit deeper to understand who these materials
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belonged to. Tracing the ancestry of the Wyatt children is informative, although
more than a little confusing. First born Nora married Samuel Chesley of Hector
in 1895. Her younger sister Mary Alice married Samuel’s brother Charles in
1899. In 1899, Edith married Charles William Bennett, also of Hector. The 1900
census listed William and Edith Bennett living with Samuel and Nora, possibly in
Burdett. Samuel appeared as a farmer who rents land, and William as a farm
laborer. Charles and Alice Chesley resided in a separate household in Hector.
Their household included Florence (8), listed as daughter although she is probably
Alice’s younger sister since the ages match and Charles and Alice had been
married only one year. It is not clear if this represents a mistake or whether
Charles and Alice adopted Florence. Alice’s brother Joseph (10) was also living
with them. We will never know why the youngest Wyatt children were not living
with their parents, but the historic data makes it clear that the entire family split
up when Wyatt and Kate went their separate ways.
Reconstructing the 1900 census-taker’s route, it is possible that Charles and
Alice did occupy the Gardner Site. If the Chesley’s lived at the Gardner Site, they
probably did not live there for long: none of the archaeological remains indicate a
sustained 20th century occupation. The 1910 census showed the Chesley’s as
living elsewhere, in the Town of Hector. By 1913 all of Alice’s siblings had quitclaimed their rights to the property to Alice.
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In November of the same year, 1913, Alice transferred the property to Eugene
Fish for a $1 quit claim. This transfer may relate to the discharge of a mortgage
since we are not aware of any familial relationship between the Wyatt, Chesley,
and Fish families. Eugene Fish bought the adjoining Dusenbury farm five years
earlier, in 1908, and acquiring the Gardner Farm significantly expanded his farm
size to 147 acres. Since the Gardner House was abandoned, Eugene Fish filled in
the features and leveled the site sometime after the property’s purchase.
This overview, in conjunction with the TPQ dates, suggest that the two
features containing the highest density of canning objects, specifically F3 with
449 objects and F9 with 70, are associated with the brief occupation of Alice and
Charles Chesley. Additionally, two canning objects discovered in the drain
channel at F10 connect to the Chesley’s. The remaining 51 objects, recovered
from five features, link to the Wyatt family before the separation of Wyatt and
Kate tore the family apart.
Kimble
The Kimble site is the smallest farm in this analysis, measuring only 20.36
acres. The occupancy period which began in 1885, is also one of the shortest at
55 years. Abandoned in 1940, this site is the last farmstead in my analysis.
Investigations identified seven features on the site, two of which contained
canning objects. The total artifacts recovered was 7,053 with 1,326 objects
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related to food and 450 to canning jar objects. The canning objects represent
6.4% of the total sample and 34% of food-related items. The figure, 34% a bit
over one third, clearly indicates someone was doing some serious canning at the
Kimble farm. The largest deposit came from F5, identified as a privy, which
contained 387 canning jar fragments. A surface dump, F7, yielded 63.
Investigation of the canning samples revealed the F5 mean to be 1902 with a TPQ
of 1929. The surface dump, F7, provided a mean of 1920 and a TPQ of 1940.
The 20.36-acre Kimble parcel was originally a portion of the A. Dunham
property (lot 61), but in 1885 Alexander and Olive Dunham sold the land to Estell
Kimble for $600. Later that same year, Estell purchased an additional 40 acres
(two 20-acre plots) from Mary Hall (Lot 52) for $835. Previously, the 1863
population schedule listed Estell Kimble as a farmer subject to military duty. In
1870, Estell was 39 and recorded as living with his mother, Hannah. Ten years
later, the 1880 census also listed Estell living with Hannah. Given this, it seems
likely that Estell operated this parcel as a tenant prior to purchasing it from
Alexander in 1885 or was living there while paying a mortgage that finally
discharged in 1885.
It does not appear that Estell's farming operation was successful. In March of
1892, Estell sold the Lot 61 property to Jabez S. Smith for $400. A year later,
September of 1893, John Love filed a complaint to foreclose a mortgage on the
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property, but it does not appear as though Estell answered this complaint. Finally,
in October of 1898, Estell sold one of the 20 acre parcels on Lot 52 to his niece
Minnie E. Keep for $200.
For the following sixteen years, Minnie and her husband Chauncey Keep
appeared to reside on their remaining acreage until Chauncey’s death in 1914.
The farm passed to his son Caleb. Caleb and his wife Flossy lived there until they
sold the farm to the government in 1940. It remains unclear if his mother Minnie
remained on the farm with Caleb and Flossy.
Association of the 450 canning objects recovered from the Kimble farm
appears straightforward: both the F5 and F7 assemblages post-date the1920s,
connecting them with either the Chauncey or Caleb Keep households.
Summary
By combining detailed historical documentation in conjunction with the rich
archaeological data associated with each farmstead I learned that canning jars
were found on all of the farms in the sample. Given the large range of differences
in the assemblages, it is clear some of the families canned more than others.
Throughout a farmstead’s multiple occupations and the generational spans of the
families all of the residents have their own unique story. Some farmsteads appear
more successful than others. These residents overcame obstacles, family dramas,
and the hardships associated with rugged Backbone living.
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Occupation to occupation and farmstead to farmstead, the impressive data
collected by the FAP illustrates how the residents adapted to the changing times.
Despite the federal government’s classification of “sub-marginal,” the historical
records and archaeological data suggest differently. The combined data indicates
that the families did in fact adopt new technologies and adapted to the rapidly
changing world around them. Backbone residents made a conscious decision to
invest their precious time and capitol into new and progressive ideas to better
their daily lives.
In the next chapter, I will synthesize the historical and archaeological data
from a variety of perspectives in order to answer my research questions. I will
utilize factors such as land ownership, family size, family age, and finances to
discover the motivation behind why some families canned more than others.
Some of the results surprised me and the conclusions opened the door to form
additional questions for a future analysis.
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS, DISCUSSION, AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
The historic information presented in chapter 3, clearly illustrates the
multifaceted and diverse background associated with each Backbone farmstead.
The abundance of rich archaeological data links the historic information with each
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of the families responsible for the canning jar deposits enabling this analysis. In
this chapter I will synthesize these contextual materials and address the questions
concerning when canning was adopted and by whom.
To clarify the data, I summarize and present the data in tabular form (see
appendix), I included eight categories: the site, features with canning objects, the
number of canning objects, the percent between canning objects and food related
items, the TPQ associated with the deposit, the occupants associated with the
feature, the age classification of the family, and their financial standing at the time
of the deposit based on TPQ. I sorted the information according to the order of
property purchase, from the earliest site of Lee I to the latest, Albright I.
Of my original 21 sites, only 20 figure into my future analysis. The Dunham II
site contained no material for this analysis: with a short nine year occupancy predating home canning, (1836-1845), I omitted Dunham II to maintain focus on
those sites containing canning objects. From these sites I discovered that 38
occupancies were responsible for assemblages that contained canning objects
based on the descriptions presented in the previous chapter.
These 38 contexts represent households at different points in time: each have
unique features and deposits for analysis. Organized in this manner, the
information on these contexts creates the foundation to specifically answer my
research questions. In this chapter I address the questions of when and who
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adopted canning on the Hector backbone. Before delving deeper into whom these
families were, I will first focus on what evidence we have for when canning
technology was actually adopted.
When Was Canning Adopted?
Understanding exactly when these farmers adopted canning is an important
aspect to this analysis. Discovering when the artifacts were deposited facilitates
interpretation of developing patterns regarding the usage of canning and the
subsequent adoption of the practice into cultural routines. In addition, once we
can answer the question of when, we can link this information with the historical
and archaeological records to discern who these families were. Combining
historical information about canning technology with archaeological data creates
a holistic vision of Backbone canning behaviors.
I began the process by sorting the summery table, A1, by the date associated
with each deposit that contained canning objects (see appendix A2). Once sorted,
I focused on the percent of canning objects out of food related items in
conjunction with the date associated with each occupation. I present all of the
tables that follow utilizing this format: the percent associated of canning objects
out of food-related items. I examined the data for patterns in canning usage,
compared this information with dates, and looked for any anomalies such as a
sudden spike or drop in the figures.
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To better manage this data, I grouped the age of deposits into three roughly
equal time-periods of 20 year increments: 1880-1900, 1901-1920, and 1921-1940.
I use 1880 as a begin date since no deposits containing canning jars dated prior to
this. Once organized in this way, I examine the percentage of canning jar remains
associated with each household falling into each time-period individually and
compare and contrast the results to identify larger patterns in canning as a cultural
behavior. As noted in the discussion below, there is a great deal of commonality
in each of these time periods. However, several anomalies occur within each.
These assemblages that stand out from the general patterning and I highlighted
trends in yellow.
Table 4.1: Households dating from 1880-1900 showing the percent of canning
jars.
FARM
ALBRIGHT II
ALBRIGHT I
LEE I
BELL
WICKHAM
S. DUNHAM
R. HENRY
GARDNER
CREIGHTON
BALL
BEMENT

% C.J.F.
1%
2%
21%
5%
.5%
4%
1%
2%
1%
1%
.5%

DATE
1886
1886
1888
1888
1890
1890
1890
1890
1891
1896
1900

ASSOCIATION
JOHN & CATHERINE ALBRIGHT
HERMAN & MAUDE BRODERICK
DIANA MATTISON
JOHN & ISABELLE BELL
CHARLES & AMELIA WICKHAM
SYLVESTER & CATHERINE DUNHAM
ISSAC & EUSTACIA ALBRIGHT
ABRAM & KATE WYATT
JOHN & ATTIE CREIGHTON
RICHARD & BRIDGET MALONEY
OLIVER & LYDIA HUBBEL

The data listed in table 4.1 clearly indicates that the earliest canning jars are
only found in assemblages that date to the mid 1880’s. This is significantly later
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than the Mason’s patent date of 1858 or even the generally referenced date of
1865, the period when canning technology became widely available for home use.
For these eleven occupations the percentages of canning jars range between .5%
and 5%, numbers significantly lower than we might expect. These late dates and
low percentages indicate that canning was not a common behavior on these farms
before 1900. The one exception to the pattern is the 21% connected with the
Diana Mattison household.
Explaining this anomaly requires a review of what we know about the Diana
Mattison occupation at Lee I. During this time, 1888, Diana was the matron of a
large family consisting of seven children of varying ages. One of her elder son’s
ran the day-to-day management of the farm until he got married and began a
family of his own.
The irregularity represented by the high rate of canning objects recovered from
the Diana Mattison occupation stands alone amidst the other farmsteads within
this time-period. The data related to the ten other farmsteads indicate that canning
was not as common as we might have thought. The low percentage of canning
jars may even indicate that the family acquired them as gifts or by purchasing the
goods canned by others. If they did can, the small percentages indicate that it was
infrequent or, at least, not common.
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The data from the second time range, 1901-1920, clearly demonstrates a slight
rise in the presence of canning jar remains compared with the earlier time period
(Table 4.2). However, the increase is not as significant as one might expect.
Although the percentages range from 1% to 61%, the general incidence ignoring
anomalies is not greater than 9%. Two anomalies appear within the data: 28%
connected with the Charles and Alice Chesley occupation at the Gardner site and
61% associated with the occupation of Minor and Elsie Dunham at Dunham I. It
is worth taking a closer look at these anomalies.
Table 4.2: The households with canning deposits: 1901-1920.
FARM
GARDNER
ALBRIGHT I
S. DUNHAM
GARDNER
ALBRIGHT I
S. DUNHAM
WICKHAM
WICKHAM
WICKHAM
PURDY/VELIE
R. HENRY
BALL
BEMENT
DUNHAM I

% C.J.F.
4%
2%
5%
28%
7%
3%
2%
1%
2%
3%
1%
16%
9%
61%

DATE
1905
1906
1910
1910
1910
1911
1915
1915
1915
1916
1918
1920
1920
1920

OCCUPATION
CHARLES & ALICE CHESLEY
HERMAN & MAUDE BRODERICK
CATHERINE DUNHAM
CHARLES & ALICE CHESLEY
HERMAN & MAUDE BRODERICK
CATHERINE DUNHAM
TENANTS
TENANTS
TENANTS
CHARLES & ADELIA VELIE
TENANTS
CHARLES & ALICE FISHER
JABEZ & STELLA CHESLEY
MINOR & ELSIE DUNHAM

The occupation of the Gardner site by Charles and Alice Chesley was not
very long, about eight or nine years, 1901-1910. Despite acquiring the Backbone
property in 1899, the same year as the couple married, the 1900 census listed
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them as residents of the town of Hector so, it remains unclear exactly when they
relocated to the farmstead. Subsequently, the 1910 census shows that the family
had once again returned to Hector, maintaining a new household in town. Charles
and Alice began their own family immediately after they wed and in addition to
caring for their children, they tended two of Alice’s siblings: a younger sister and
brother creating a generational family unit. The occupation at the Gardner site by
Charles and Alice Chesley is comparable to the Mattison occupation previously
discussed.
Minor and Elsie Dunham lived at the Dunham I Farm for approximately eight
years: 1912 to 1920. Despite their short residency, the assemblage with 61%
canning objects is the highest figure in the sample.
Despite having success farming the site, Minor and Elsie sold the farm in
1919, and emigrated west. The large deposit of canning jars came from a deposit
dated to 1920. The substantial number of canning objects could be a reflection of
their farm abandonment. Since we know that Minor subsequently worked for the
railroad in Ohio (?), this canning jar deposit may reflect the “things they left
behind,” material goods that they expected no longer to be necessary in their new
life. If this is true, we would expect to see similarly high values in the last period
when the remainder of the farms were abandoned.
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A sustained increase in canning behaviors occurred on the Backbone,
especially after 1926 (Table 4.3). It is interesting to note that this rise in canning
activity did not occur until after 1920, a few years after the end of World War I.
The increase is especially apparent when compared with the data from the first
date range explored where the percent apex was only 5%. The percent figures
post 1926 range from 5% to 48%, with an apex of 21.5%. This confirms a
continual upsurge in canning incidents by the Backbone households.
Table 4.3: The households with canning deposits: 1921+.
FARM
LEE II
R. HENRY
A. DUNHAM
A. DUNHAM
KIMBLE
R. HENRY
BELL
A.C. WICKHAM
BELL
McNETTON
DUSENBURY
KIMBLE
SMITH

%C.J.F.
9%
9%
13%
16%
29%
7%
8%
31%
9%
48%
11%
5%
32%

DATE
1926
1929
1929
1929
1929
1930
1931
1935
1935
1935
1938
1940
1947

ASSOCIATION
LEWIS & AMANDA MATTISON
TENANTS
GEORGE & ALICE CREIGHTON
GEORGE & ALICE CREIGHTON
CALEB & FLOSSY KEEP
TENANTS
LOYAL & MARTHA PALMER
JOHN STACHORSKI
LOYAL & MARTHA PALMER
TENANTS
EUGENE & CORA FISH
CALEB & FLOSSY KEEP
HENRY & DELLA SMITH

Four households stand out from the overall pattern (in yellow) but all
maintain high percentages in keeping with the pattern of this date range. Given
their increase in number, it is not clear if it is still appropriate to refer to them as
anomalies, or whether this actually represents the range of household canning
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behavior which has become much more typical by this time period. This finding
may become clearer by discussing each of them in turn.
Caleb Keep inherited the mid-sized Kimble farmstead in 1914 and lived there
with his wife Flossie. The records are unclear how many children the couple had
but it appears that this was a single family household.
Two archaeological assemblages that contained canning jars are associated
with Caleb and Flossie’s occupation. One dates to 1929 and canning jars represent
29% of the food-related artifacts, a percentage at the low end of the anomalies
considered here. Another deposit dates twelve 12 years later, to 1941, but the
percentage of canning objects, a 5%, was significantly smaller than the older
deposit. What is so interesting is that the lowest percentage of canning jars dates
to the farms abandonment. This is a different pattern than we saw for the Dunham
I Farm which had a large deposit of canning jars related to abandonment. In
contrast, this would suggest that the Keeps may have had a decline in canning use
before they abandoned the farm.
Two other anomalous farms, A.C. Wickham and McNetton share some
similarities: the deposits date to 1935 and tenants or renters occupied both farms.
Little information exists about tenant/lessee occupations; however, since they date
about the time of the government buyout, they may be the product of a mass
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purge resulting from preparations to abandon their farm similar to the pattern for
the Dunham I Site.
The same may be true regarding the 32% connected with the Henry and Della
Smith occupation of their farmstead. The date associated with this deposit, 1947,
definitely carries the potential to generate from abandonment despite the records
indicating that the family sold to the federal government in 1936. However, as
previously stated, the late date suggests disruption or later dumping occurred.
Investigation of historical records indicate that a member of the Smith linage
resided on the site for over 100 years. Archaeological data proves that three
generations of the family utilized canning from 1882 to 1947. The latest
residents, Henry and Della, were the occupants associated with the 1947 deposit.
At the time of the sale to the government, the family consisted of a multigenerational household, comprised of several children while caring for Henry’s
mother Abigail.
In all of these cases, there seems to be a direct connection between large
numbers of canning jar objects and farm abandonment. Clearly these families
were canning food or they would not have the jars for wholesale deposition. This
data is evocative of the cultural behaviors, the way of life that went hand-in-hand
with the government farm buyout.
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We gain a clearer sense of this pattern, the slow steady rise in canning
behavior over time, by distilling the data even further. Purely for convenience,
rather than statistical accuracy, I calculated an average of the average percentages
show in the previous tables. An obvious pattern emerged (Table 4.4) that
demonstrates the slow and steady increase in canning over this 60 year time
range.
Table 4.4: The average of the percent associated with the households in the
sample.
DATE RANGE
1880-1900
1901-1920
1921+

PERCENT
3.5%
10.3%
17.5%

This pattern reflects a slow and steady rise in canning behavior over time by
the Backbone households. These figures indicate canning began as a modest trial
behavior. Eventually, after decades of use, the practice was incorporated into the
regular routines, became a cultural norm for these residents. The large
abandonment period deposits suggest that these cultural norms were also left
behind when they left the farms. Yet, I wondered whether the anomalous
households were skewing this pattern. To control for this possibility, I recalculated the averages excluding the data associated with the anomalies (Table
4.5).
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Table 4.5: The average of fragments within the households without anomalies.
DATE RANGE
1880-1900
1901-1920
1921+

PERCENT
1.8%
4.6%
9.7%

This data shows that the omission of the anomalies did reduce the percentages,
but the larger pattern remained the same. This is a compelling pattern that clearly
demonstrates when canning developed on the Backbone. Taken as a whole, the
data from the Backbone Farms demonstrates that canning adoption occurred after
1880. The data reflects a gradual start to canning behavior, perhaps an
experimental period, followed by a steady increase on use of canning technology.
Decade by decade, the canning gained a cultural foothold in the traditions
practiced by the households in my sample.
It is widely recognized that canning technology became available for home use
soon after Mason’s 1858 patent date. Over two decades later, 1886, the residents
of the Backbone started experimenting with canning, a trend that continued until
the turn of the century. Even though I have answered the question of when the
Backbone residents adopted canning, the data suggests that future research should
focus on who actually used canning technology once it was available in the 1860s.
It is certain that it wasn’t the farm families on the Hector Backbone. Even so, we
may gain some insight into this by turning next to the question of who canned.
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Who Canned?
The question “who canned” is not really about the names of these families
since this has already discussed. Instead, this question addresses social factors
that may have influenced families’ willingness to adopt this technology.
Specifically, I want to consider the age of the household: whether younger or
older households were more likely to engage in canning. Other factors include
household size: were the families large or small? Were they successful farmers or
did they struggle to survive; in other words, were they prosperous or challenged
financially? In chapter one, I explained the parameters I utilized to determine
family age, household size, and financial standing. In this chapter, I use the data
presented about each family to examine these social parameters, beginning with
financial standing.
Financial Standing
I thought financial stability was a factor in a household’s decision to adopt
canning or if a family’s ability to financially invest in the new technology effected
the decision to can. Essentially, I want to understand whether the decision to can
arose from a desire to try new things or out of necessity to keep the family fed and
healthy: want or need.
To begin the process of understanding financial standing, I first wondered if
the households owned or leased their farms. With this intention, I created a basic
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table of property ownership. I discovered that within the sample of 38 deposits
with canning jars linked to occupants, six were tenant/lessee, 25 individual
families owned their land, and seven of the households related to the same family
but had a different date associations (Table 4.6).
Table 4.6: Property ownership classifications.
TOTAL
OCCUPANCIES
38

OWNERS
25

MULTIPLE
OCCUPANCIES
7

TENANTSLESSEE
6

We can readily observe, most of the occupants owned the farmsteads they
worked and resided on. Ownership, however, is only one facet of financial
standing. Now that we are aware that the majority of the households owned their
farms, it was time to consider all of the documentation and to assign financial
standing for each deposit as either “prosperous” or “challenged.” A
comprehensive table of these classifications appears as appendix A4. For sites
where specific family information was missing but we know they were renters or
tenants, I assigned a ‘challenged’ classification. While this may be a dangerous
supposition, it allows a larger sample for analysis. In addition, despite extensive
research, the financial classification of two households remained unresolved
because the background information was too vague to clearly assign standing.
Taking this into account, table 4.7 provides a summary of the sample size for each
class.
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Table 4.7: Distribution of the prosperous, challenged, and unknown financial
standings.
PROSPEROUS
19

CHALLENGED
16

UNKNOWN
2

The total number for each category is surprisingly similar and suggests an
adequate and comparable sample. To continue this line of investigation I needed
to synthesize the data further to discover the number for each group divided by
the established time-periods (Table 4.8).
Table 4.8: The distribution of the financial standings within each date range.
DATE
RANGE
1880-1900
1901-1920
1921+

TOTAL
SITES
11
14
13

PROSPEROUS
9
6
4

CHALLENGED
2
8
7

UNKNOWN
0
0
2

By separating the information on financial standing into date ranges, we begin
to gain a better understanding of canning behaviors on the Backbone. Between
1880 and 1900, the number of prosperous families displaying canning activity far
outnumber those families who faced challenges. After the turn of the century, the
number of households containing canning jars in each category becomes more
similar, however, it appears that the number of challenged households slightly
exceeded the prosperous. Post 1921, the challenged households still outnumbered
the prosperous but, what can these numbers alone indicate? The sum of each
category is not an accurate indicator of canning activity or canning behaviors
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since it only considers assemblages that contained canning jars—many other
deposits did not.
Thus, it becomes necessary expand this discussion to include percent. As
we saw above, canning behavior starts late and increases slowly. This analysis
helps to understand whether this pattern was true for everyone. Table 4.9 shows
that it was not.
Table 4.9: Average percent of canning jar fragments by financial standing.
DATE RANGE
1880-1900
1901-1920
1921+

PROSPEROUS
4.1%
16.2
14.5%

CHALLENGED
1.25%
6.7%
20%

UNKNOWN
0
0
14.5%

From 1880 to 1920, the data indicates that prosperous households were much
more likely to engage in canning, and canned to a larger extent. This pattern
changes after 1920 when the ‘challenged’ households show a dramatic increase in
canning jar percentages.
This shift in pattern caused me to wonder if the anomalies I previously
discovered were affecting this analysis as well. To investigate this possibility, I
re-calculated the percentages omitting the anomalies (Table 4.10).
Table 4.10: Average of financial standing without anomalies.
DATE RANGE

PROSPEROUS

CHALLENGED

UNKNOWN

1880-1900
1901-1920
1921+

1.9%
7.2%
8.7%

1.25%
2.7%
8%

0
0
14.5%
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Without the anomalies, the pattern of larger usage by ‘prosperous’ households
between 1880 and 1920 remains the same. However, the percentages for both
financial classes become almost identical for the period after 1921.
The data contained in table 4.10 produced three interesting observations that
captured my attention. Within the 1880 to 1900 date range, the difference
between the prosperous and challenged classifications was minimal, separated by
a mere 0.65%. This implies that when canning began on the Backbone, both
classifications adopted the practice at a very similar, albeit low rate. The same
inference applies to the classifications within the post 1921 range: separated by
only 0.7%. The major difference between these two groups was in the 1901-1920
time-period where canning was much more common for the prosperous sample.
This is particularly interesting since this same period represented by a sample of 6
prosperous assemblages, and eight challenged ones. This would suggest a real
difference in how engaged prosperous households were in canning behavior.
Lastly, the canning activity depicted by the unknown category of 14.5% in the
post 1921 range is significant in that it is the highest percentage on the table. We
know these deposits derive from the same family, George and Alice Creighton at
the A. Dunham site. It is unfortunate that I was unable to discover their financial
standing-it raises my curiosity about them.
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By examining household financial standing, we can say that from 1880-1900
the prosperous households significantly outnumber the challenged, an indication
that prosperous families adopted canning more readily than the challenged.
However, the percentages of the canning jars in the assemblages are not all that
different suggesting that prosperous and challenged canning activity was actually
quite similar. After 1901, the number of challenged households exceeded the
prosperous yet, the percentages suggest the prosperous did more canning. We
cannot forget that the anomalous households do, in fact, figure into the holistic
picture but their presence alters the general trends by creating an over
representation of canning activity.
One date range stands out among the three: 1901-1920. Within this date range,
the percent representing canning behavior among prosperous and challenged
households remained sizeable despite the fact the challenged households
outnumber the prosperous, eight to six. The data indicates that with or without
anomalies, the prosperous households displayed a higher rate of canning activity
than the challenged. With all this information in mind, I believe it safe to posit
that in general, the prosperous households utilized canning technology to a higher
extent than the challenged.
Household Structure
Having examined financial status I turn next to the question of household
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structure. I investigated whether the households that canned were large
households or small ones. I expected that households comprised of a larger
number of members would exhibit more canning evidence than smaller ones.
Also, larger families have access to additional labor.
I needed to understand the age of the household, were they primarily
comprised of younger or older families? Additionally, whether younger or older
households made the decision to can. Since technological advancements appeal
more to the younger generation, (Cowen 1983, Marsh 1990, Spencer-Wood 1999,
Holt 2005), I anticipate that younger families adopted canning more than older.
In general, I investigated the role that age played in the decision making process
to invest in new technology, into incorporating the behavior into cultural routines,
and the creation of new customs and norms on the Backbone? I expect that
learning more about these patterns would help us to better understand Backbone
canning practices.
We can begin to answer these questions by looking at household size. Since
canning is a lot of work, I expect that larger families would have the labor force
necessary to regularly can a stockpile of goods. In the process of so much
canning activity, I would expect a lot of breakage, thus producing more canning
evidence over time.
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As outlined in chapter one, I utilized three main categories to distinguish
household size: single family, extended family, and multi-generational (see
Appendix A5). For a quick comparison of household structure, table 4.11 relates
the findings.
Table 4.11: Distribution of household structure classifications.

SINGLE FAMILY
14

EXTENDED FAMILY
4

MULTIGENERATIONAL
12

It is apparent there is little difference in the number of families that fall into
the single family and multi-generational categories. That is, of those households
that had canning jars, there does not seem to be any clear pattern in the
households that used them.
A comparison of household structure and financial standing produced
interesting results. Combing through the data resulted in 18 larger households,
taking into account the multi-generational structure, extended family, and two
single families containing a large number of children. Of these 18 households, 15
classified as prosperous while only three were challenged. Overwhelmingly, the
larger prosperous families exhibited canning behavior at a rate five times higher
than the challenged.
Given this information, we now understand that the families that canned were
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larger and more likely prosperous, which could necessitate a higher demand for
more provisions than a small family.
Household Age
We can add a further dimension to this examination of household structure by
looking at age. I determined the age of each household by following the criteria
presented in chapter 1. Even so, I was unable to classify eight households. These
households were tenants, renters, or lessee occupations; families about which little
documentation exists. Table 4.11 shows the sample size for these households.
Table 4.12: Distribution of household age: young, old, or unknown.
YOUNGER
22

OLDER
8

UNKNOWN
8

Since these represent deposits that contained canning objects, it is clear that
younger households were much more likely to engage in these behaviors.
However, these figures alone can be misleading. We need to understand how this
information helps answer the question of who canned by distilling the data
further, beginning with separating the totals into our established time spans (Table
4.13).
As expected, younger households outnumber older within each date range.
What is interesting is that, unlike other analysis, these numbers are virtually
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Table 4.13: Distribution of the household age within each date range.
DATE
RANGE
1880-1900
1901-1920
1921+

TOTAL
SITES
11
14
13

YOUNGER
8
8
6

OLDER
3
2
3

UNKNOWN
0
4
4

identical for each period. This means that young households are always more
likely to can. This does not seem to be affected by the slow and steady increase in
canning. We can explore this further by looking at the average incidence of
canning jars in the assemblages. As in previous discussions, I computed the
percent by calculating an average of the figures (Table 4.14)
Table 4.14: Average of household age.
DATE RANGE
1880-1900
1901-1920
1921+

YOUNGER
4.6%
6.9%
17.3%

OLDER
.8%
4%
9.3%

UNKNOWN
0
6%
23.8%

According to this data, there appears to be no doubt that the younger
households exhibited a higher rate of canning activity than the older.
Surprisingly, the percentages are closest for the 1901-1920 date range when there
are eight younger to only two older households in the sample. Although the
younger households maintained a higher incidence of canning activity, the percent
comparison with the older classification was somewhat similar.
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This information caused me to speculate how the anomalous household data
affected the outcome. To investigate this, I re-calculated the figures omitting the
anomalous data (Table 4.15).
Table 4.15: Average household age without anomalies.
DATE RANGE
1880-1900
1901-1920
1921+

YOUNGER
2.2%
3.4%
10.8%

OLDER
.8%
4%
9.3%

UNKNOWN
0
1.5
8%

The results of this analysis proved very interesting. The large disparity
between the younger and older households lessened considerably when
considering time period. In fact, the huge gap in the 1880-1900 age
classifications decreased from a 3.8% difference to only 1.4%. Additionally, for
1901-1920, the older households actually have more canning objects when
viewed this way. The data without anomalies suggests that household age may not
be an important social factor that determined a household’s likelihood to engage
in canning behavior. However, we must not lose sight of the fact that in general,
the younger households maintained higher incidence of canning. In light of these
discoveries, I wondered what additional information the anomalous households
could offer to this analysis.
Anomalies
As previously noted, I discovered seven anomalies relating to assemblages that
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had large canning jar percentages that fell well outside the norm. My curiosity
piqued, I decided, in this final analysis, I wanted to explore these further by
combining the understandings of financial standing and household structure and
age. To aid my investigation, I generated table 4.16 which contains several of the
categories discussed: date linked to canning deposits, household associated with
the deposits, the percent of canning objects, their age classification, financial
standing, and the structure of the household.
Table 4.16: Anomaly data.
DEPOSIT
DATE

ASSOCIATION

%
CJF

AGE

FINANCE

1888

DIANA MATTISON
CHARLES & ALICE
CHESLEY
MINOR & ELSIE
DUNHAM
CALEB & FLOSSY
KEEP
LESSEE-JOHN
STACHORSKI
TENANTS
HENRY & DELLA
SMITH

21%

YNG.

PROS.

28%

YNG.

CHAL.

61%

YNG.

PROS.

29%

YNG.

CHAL.

31%
48%

UNK.
UNK.

CHAL.
UNK.

32%

YNG.

PROS.

1910
1920
1929
1935
1935
1947

H/H
STRUCTURE
MULTIGENERATION
EXTENDED
FAMILY
MULTIGENERATION
SINGLE
FAMILY
UNK.
UNK.
MULTIGENERATIONAL

The first item that stands out relates to the age of each household: all the
verified households associate with younger family units. The comparison
between the prosperous and challenged category is similar however, challenged
families do outnumber the prosperous four to three. The household size data
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revealed that the majority of the anomalies consisted of larger family units, with
the exception of Caleb and Flossy Keep.
With similar percentages, I compared the data related with two specific
households, Mattison and Keep, which revealed an interesting behavior. The 21%
associated with the 1888 Diana Mattison occupation occurred 41 years before the
29% connected to the household of Caleb and Flossy Keep in 1929. Unlike the
large prosperous Mattison household, the small Keep family appeared to face
challenges. In addition, neither of the deposits connect with the possibility that
deposition occurred from abandonment. This data, collected from two very
unique households, decades apart and financially different, suggests that despite
their differences, both households adopted canning to a significantly higher
degree than the other Backbone residents. Their only singularity is that the
household of both families classified as younger.
Throughout this investigation, we discovered how the anomalies affected the
data patterns, yet the anomalies helped us to discover another layer contained
within the data. In conjunction with all the facts regarding the Backbone
households, the anomalies helped us to discover when and how canning behavior
developed and who resided in the households adopting the practice. These
anomalies are not just biased outliers. They demonstrate that there is indeed a
great deal of diversity in these families canning behaviors. The anomalies make it
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clear that some households were canning much more frequently than others.
Future investigations must consider the question of when the anomaly data
becomes the normal pattern of behavior.
Conclusions
The considerable size of the sample related to these Backbone households
produced a great deal of variability. Yet, through this research we learned that
canning was adopted after 1885 and that it occurred slowly over time. Adoption
of the new technology was slow to gain popularity on the Backbone, beginning
decades after the 1858 Mason’s patent. Throughout the date range investigated,
1880-1921+, hundreds of patents relating to home canning technology were
issued. This suggests that somewhere, canning was extremely prevalent. This was
obviously not on the Hector Backbone. Further research could use my data to
compare other contexts to answer the question ‘who adopted canning first.’
Perhaps it was in villages or larger cities. Maybe it was in the more profitable
farming regions spread across the country.
The data patterns identified in this investigation do not appear to fit the mold
of canning popularity that appears in sources about other places (See Cowan
1983, Strasser 1992, Spencer-Wood 1999, Osterud 2012). It would be interesting
to investigate other populations, both rural and urban, in different regions to
discover their patterns of canning use for comparison with this sample.
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This Backbone pattern of slow and steady increase in canning continued until
1935, the regions’ abandonment period. At this time, the residents of the
Backbone not only abandoned their homes, but their way of life, making hard
decisions about what to leave behind when they were forced to move (see Conklin
2011). The high percentages of canning remains that date to this period, reflect a
small part of their decision process: I wonder if they took the practice of canning
to their new homes? Was canning truly a way of life or a passing phase for these
upland farmers? These are only an example of the questions raised by this
investigation that deserve future analysis: what became normal, wanted, or
necessary? What became sustained patterns of behavior?
From 1880 to 1920, households classified as prosperous maintained a higher
incidence of canning activity than the challenged. Yet overall, canning activity
increased within both financial classifications after the end of WWI when the
numbers representing the challenged households soared. Perhaps after the war
and from an economic standpoint the costs associated with canning decreased,
providing a viable alternative for the challenged households. I wonder about the
impact of the canning clubs, described by Holt (1995) to reach the remote
Backbone households. Did home canning become an economic alternative to the
costs associated with purchasing store bought goods?
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I also question what impact the domestic cooperative movements, whose focus
specifically targeted women, had on the women on the Backbone (see Strasser
1982, Kessler-Harris 1982, Cowan 1983, Matthews, Marsh 1990, Neth 1995, Holt
2005). Dozens of these cooperative groups sprang up across the country during
the period encompassed by this analysis but did they reach the Backbone women?
The women led cooperative schemes or cooperative housekeeping groups that
appeared successful, “were unabashedly urban rather than suburban in the
1880’s” (Marsh 1990:14). Future investigation into these cooperatives and their
relationship with not only the Backbone women but rural women in general
would be an interesting line of study.
Prosperous or challenged, most of this sample represents younger households.
It was these younger households who ultimately decided to incorporate canning
into their customs and routines. Historical recreations and domestic technology
literature such as those written by Ruth Schwartz Cowen (1983) suggest younger
individuals were more likely to try new things and adopt new technology. It
seems as if this idea translated to domestic technologies as well since younger
households were more likely to incorporate canning into their lives. Based on
previous assessments, this appears to be a constant within both rich lowland
farmsteads and urban settings, extending to this upland sample.
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The majority of the households within the canning sample consisted of larger
family sizes. Single families with numerous children, extended families caring
for nieces and nephews or other relations, and multi-generational units where
several generations resided together, caring for each other and the farmstead,
larger families seem to be more likely to can. This may simply be related to the
fact that larger households had more hands to do the work necessary to can food.
Future research would benefit from further exploring the possible connection
between canning and household labor
This analysis is merely a first step towards interpreting the canning jars
commonly found on historical archaeological sites. The data afforded from the
FLNF archaeology project produced a rich context to address basic questions that
have sadly, not been asked before. While we have learned much about this
behavior, there remains a considerable amount of work to do. This is especially
true since this investigation raised even more questions, created additional topics
that opened new avenues for future examination. I hope this analysis provides a
platform, a knowledgeable foundation of data, from which further investigations
can build upon. These Backbone households demonstrated the significance that
interpretation of remnants of a common object, canning jars, contribute towards
understanding people’s lives.
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APPENDICES
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Appendix A1: Summary of canning jar assemblage data.
SITE

CONTEXT

#CJF

%CJF

LEE I
CREIGHTON

TPQ

F5

380

21%

1888

F5

2

1%

1891

BALL

F1

4

1%

1896

BALL

F6

84

16%

1920

PURDY/VELIE

F3

53

3%

1916

SMITH

F4

417

32%

1947

WICKHAM

F4

46

2%

WICKHAM

F5

15

1%

WICKHAM

F15

47

WICKHAM

F16

A.C. WICKHAM

AGE

FINANCE

DIANA MATTISON

Y

PROS.

Y

PROS.

O

PROS.

Y

PROS.

Y

PROS.

Y

PROS.

1915

JOHN & ATTIE
CREIGHTON
RICHARD & BRIDGET
MALONEY
CHARLES & ALICE
FISHER
CHARLES & ADELIA
VELIE
HENRY & DELLA
SMITH
TENANT

UNK

CHAL.

1915

TENANT

UNK

CHAL.

2%

1915

TENANT

UNK

CHAL.

12

0.50%

1890

Y

PROS.

F4

229

31%

1935

UNK

CHAL.

S. DUNHAM

F5

22

3%

1911

CHARLES & AMELIA
WICKHAM
LESSEE
JOHN STACHORSKI
CATHERINE DUNHAM

O

PROS.

S. DUNHAM

F6

42

5%

1910

CATHERINE DUNHAM

O

PROS.

S. DUNHAM

F10

32

4%

1890

Y

PROS.

BELL

F2

65

5%

1888

Y

PROS.

BELL

F10

103

8%

1931

O

PROS.

BELL

F12

108

9%

1935

O

PROS.

BEMENT

F1

2

0.50%

1900

O

CHAL.

BEMENT

F3,4,6

33

9%

1920

Y

PROS.

DUSENBURY

F1

30

11%

1938

SYLVESTER & CATH.
DUNHAM
JOHN & ISABELLE
BELL
LOYAL & MARTHA
PALMER
LOYAL & MARTHA
PALMER
OLIVER & LYDIA
HUBBEL
JABEZ & STELLA
CHESLEY
EUGENE & CORA FISH

O

CHAL.

McNETTON

F4

114

48%

1935

TENANT

UNK

CHAL.

R. HENRY

F2

107

7%

1930

TENANT

O

CHAL.

R. HENRY

F5

130

9%

1929

UNK

CHAL.

R. HENRY

F6

19

1%

1918

LESSEE
JOHN WILLIAMS
TENANT

UNK

CHAL.

R. HENRY

F9

15

1%

1890

Y

PROS.

A. DUNHAM

F5

192

13%

1929

Y

UNK.
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ASSOCIATION

ISSAC & EUSTACIA
ALBRIGHT
GEORGE & ALICE
CREIGHTON

Appendix A1: Summary of canning jar assemblage data continued.
SITE

CONTEXT

A. DUNHAM

F8

ALBRIGHT II

SITE

#CJF

%CJF

TPQ

229

16%

1929

5

1%

1886

GARDNER

F3

446

28%

1910

GARDNER

F9

70

4%

1905

GARDNER

F11

36

2%

1890

DUNHAM I

F5

1,154

61%

1920

KIMBLE

F5

387

29%

1929

KIMBLE

F7

63

5%

1940

LEE II

F11

19

9%

1926

ALBRIGHT I

F3

24

2%

1906

ALBRIGHT I

F4

17

2%

1886

ALBRIGHT I

F9

70

7%

1910
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ASSOCIATION
GEORGE & ALICE
CREIGHTON
JOHN & CATHERINE
ALBRIGHT
CHARLES & ALICE
CHESLEY
CHARLES & ALICE
CHESLEY
ABRAM & KATE
WYATT
MINOR & ELSIE
DUNHAM
CALEB & FLOSSY
KEEP
CALEB & FLOSSY
KEEP
LEWIS & AMANDA
MATTISON
HERMAN & MAUDE
BRODERICK
HERMAN & MAUDE
BRODERICK
HERMAN & MAUDE
BRODERICK

AGE

FINANCE

Y

UNK.

O

PROS.

Y

CHAL.

Y

CHAL.

Y

PROS.

Y

PROS.

Y

CHAL.

Y

CHAL.

Y

PROS.

Y

CHAL.

Y

CHAL.

Y

CHAL.

Appendix A2: Summary data sorted by date.
SITE

CONTEXT

#CJF

%CJF

TPQ

ASSOCIATION

ALBRIGHT II

SITE

5

1%

1886

ALBRIGHT I

F4

17

2%

1886

LEE I

F5

380

21%

1888

BELL

F2

65

5%

1888

WICKHAM

F16

12

0.50%

1890

S. DUNHAM

F10

32

4%

1890

R. HENRY

F9

15

1%

1890

GARDNER

F11

36

2%

1890

CREIGHTON

F5

2

1%

1891

BALL

F1

4

1%

1896

BEMENT

F1

2

0.50%

1900

GARDNER

F9

70

4%

1905

ALBRIGHT I

F3

24

2%

1906

S. DUNHAM

F6

42

5%

1910

AGE

FINANCE

JOHN & CATHERINE
ALBRIGHT
HERMAN & MAUDE
BRODERICK
DIANA MATTISON

O

PROS.

Y

CHAL.

Y

PROS.

JOHN & ISABELLE
BELL
CHARLES & AMELIA
WICKHAM
SYLVESTER & CATH.
DUNHAM
ISSAC & EUSTACIA
ALBRIGHT
ABRAM & KATE
WYATT
JOHN & ATTIE
CREIGHTON
RICHARD & BRIDGET
MALONEY
OLIVER & LYDIA
HUBBEL
CHARLES & ALICE
CHESLEY
HERMAN & MAUDE
BRODERICK
CATHERINE DUNHAM

Y

PROS.

Y

PROS.

Y

PROS.

Y

PROS.

Y

PROS.

Y

PROS.

O

PROS.

O

CHAL.

Y

CHAL.

Y

CHAL.

O

PROS.

Y

CHAL.

Y

CHAL.

O

PROS.

GARDNER

F3

446

28%

1910

ALBRIGHT I

F9

70

7%

1910

S. DUNHAM

F5

22

3%

1911

CHARLES & ALICE
CHESLEY
HERMAN & MAUDE
BRODERICK
CATHERINE DUNHAM

WICKHAM

F4

46

2%

1915

TENANT

UNK.

CHAL.

WICKHAM

F5

15

1%

1915

TENANT

UNK.

CHAL.

WICKHAM

F15

47

2%

1915

TENANT

UNK.

CHAL.

PURDY/VELIE

F3

53

3%

1916

Y

PROS.

R. HENRY

F6

19

1%

1918

CHARLES & ADELIA
VELIE
TENANT

UNK.

CHAL.

BALL

F6

84

16%

1920

Y

PROS.

F3,4,6

33

9%

1920

Y

PROS.

1,154

61%

1920

CHARLES & ALICE
FISHER
JABEZ & STELLA
CHESLEY
MINOR & ELSIE
DUNHAM

Y

PROS.

BEMENT
DUNHAM I

F5
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Appendix A2: Summary data sorted by date continued.
SITE

CONTEXT

#CJF

%CJF

LEE II

TPQ

F11

19

9%

1926

R. HENRY

F5

130

9%

1929

A. DUNHAM

F5

192

13%

1929

A. DUNHAM

F8

229

16%

1929

KIMBLE

F5

387

29%

1929

R. HENRY

F2

107

7%

1930

BELL

F10

103

8%

1931

A.C.
WICKHAM
BELL

F4

229

31%

1935

F12

108

9%

1935

McNETTON

F4

114

48%

ASSOCIATION

AGE

FINANCE

LEWIS & AMANDA
MATTISON
TENANT

Y

PROS.

UNK.

CHAL.

GEORGE & ALICE
CREIGHTON
GEORGE & ALICE
CREIGHTON
CALEB & FLOSSY
KEEP
LESSEE
JOHN WILLIAMS
LOYAL & MARTHA
PALMER
LESSEE
JOHN STACHORSKI

Y

UNK.

Y

UNK.

Y

CHAL.

UNK.

CHAL.

O

PROS.

UNK.

CHAL.

O

PROS.

1935

LOYAL & MARTHA
PALMER
TENANT

UNK.

CHAL.

0

CHAL.

Y

CHAL.

Y

PROS.

DUSENBURY

F1

30

11%

1938

EUGENE & CORA FISH

KIMBLE

F7

63

5%

1940

SMITH

F4

417

32%

1947

CALEB & FLOSSY
KEEP
HENRY & DELLA
SMITH
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Appendix A3: Occupancy classifications.
FARM

ASSOCIATION

TPQ

% CJF

LEE I

DIANA MATTISON

1888

21%

OWNER

CREIGHTON

JOHN & ATTIE CREIGHTON

1858

1%

OWNERS

BALL

RICHARD & BRIDGET MALONEY

1896

1%

OWNERS

CHARLES & ALICE FISHER

1920

16%

OWNERS

PURDY/VELIE

CHARLES & ADELIA VELIE

1916

3%

OWNERS

SMITH

HENRY & DELLA SMITH

1947

32%

OWNERS

WICKHAM

UNKNOWN TENANTS OR RENTERS

1915

2%

TENANTS

UNKNOWN TENANTS OR RENTERS

1915

1%

TENANTS

UNKNOWN TENANTS OR RENTERS

1915

2%

TENANTS

CHARLES & AMELIA WICKHAM

1890

.5%

OWNERS

A.C. WICKHAM

JOHN STACHORSKI (LESSEE)

1935

31%

LESSEE

S. DUNHAM

CATHERINE DUNHAM

1911

3%

OWNER

CATHERINE DUNHAM

1910

5%

OWNER

SYLVESTER & CATHERINE DUNHAM

1890

4%

OWNERS

JOHN & ISABELLE BELL

1888

5%

OWNERS

LOYAL & MARTHA PALMER

1931

8%

OWNERS

LOYAL & MARTHA PALMER

1935

9%

OWNERS

OLIVER & LYDIA HUBBEL

1900

.5%

OWNERS

JABEZ & STELLA CHESLEY

1921

9%

OWNERS

DUSENBURY

EUGENE & CORA FISH

1938

11%

OWNERS

McNETTON

UNKNOWN TENANTS

1935

48%

TENANT

R. HENRY

RALPH & MARY HENRY

1930

7%

OWNERS

JOHN WILLIAMS (LESSEE)

1929

9%

LESSEE

UNKNOWN TENANTS

1918

1%

TENANT

ISAAC & EUSTACIA ALBRIGHT

1890

1%

OWNERS

BELL

BEMENT
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STATUS

Appendix A3: Occupancy classifications continued.
SITE

ASSOCIATION

TPQ

A. DUNHAM

GEORGE & ALICE CREIGHTON

1929

13%

OWNERS

GEORGE & ALICE CREIGHTON

1929

16%

OWNERS

ALBRIGHT II

JOHN & CATHERINE ALBRIGHT

1886

1%

OWNERS

GARDNER

CHARLES & ALICE CHESLEY

1910

28%

OWNERS

CHARLES & ALICE CHESLEY

1905

4%

OWNERS

ABRAM & KATE WYATT

1890

2%

OWNERS

DUNHAM I

MINOR & ELSIE DUNHAM

1920

61%

OWNERS

KIMBLE

CALEB & FLOSSY KEEP

1929

29%

OWNERS

CALEB & FLOSSY KEEP

1940

5%

OWNERS

LEE II

LEWIS & AMANDA MATTISON

1926

9%

OWNERS

ALBRIGHT I

HERMAN & MAUDE BRODERICK

1906

2%

OWNERS

ALBRIGHT I

HERMAN & MAUDE BRODERICK

1886

2%

OWNERS

HERMAN & MAUDE BRODERICK

1910

7%

OWNERS
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%CJF

STATUS

Appendix A4: Household financial standing.
SITE

ASSOCIATION

TPQ

FINANCIAL

LEE I

DIANA MATTISON

1888

PROSPEROUS

CREIGHTON

JOHN & ATTIE CREIGHTON

1891

PROSPEROUS

BALL

RICHARD & BRIDGET MALONEY

1896

PROSPEROUS

CHARLES & ALICE FISHER

1920

PROSPEROUS

PURDY/VELIE

CHARLES & ADELIA VELIE

1916

PROSPEROUS

SMITH

HENRY & DELLA SMITH

1947

PROSPEROUS

WICKHAM

TENANTS OR RENTERS

1915

CHALLENGED

TENANTS OR RENTERS

1915

CHALLENGED

TENANTS OR RENTERS

1915

CHALLENGED

CHARLES & AMELIA WICKHAM

1890

PROSPEROUS

A.C. WICKHAM

JOHN STACHORSKI (LESSEE)

1935

CHALLENGED

S. DUNHAM

CATHERINE DUNHAM

1911

PROSPEROUS

S. DUNHAM

CATHERINE DUNHAM

1910

PROSPEROUS

SYLVESTER & CATHERINE DUNHAM

1890

PROSPEROUS

JOHN & ISABELLE BELL

1888

PROSPEROUS

LOYAL & MARTHA PALMER

1931

PROSPEROUS

LOYAL & MARTHA PALMER

1935

PROSPEROUS

OLIVER & LYDIA HUBBEL

1900

CHALLENGED

OLIVER & LYDIA HUBBEL

1920

CHALLENGED

JABEZ & STELLA CHESLEY

1921

PROSPEROUS

DUSENBURY

EUGENE & CORA FISH

1938

CHALLENGED

McNETTON

UNKNOWN TENANTS

1935

CHALLENGED

R. HENRY

RALPH & MARY HENRY

1930

PROSPEROUS

JOHN WILLIAMS (LESSEE)

1929

CHALLENGED

UNKNOWN TENANTS

1918

CHALLENGED

ISAAC & EUSTACIA ALBRIGHT

1890

PROSPEROUS

GEORGE & ALICE CREIGHTON

1929

UNKNOWN

GEORGE & ALICE CREIGHTON

1929

UNKNOWN

ALBRIGHT II

JOHN & CATHERINE ALBRIGHT

1886

PROSPEROUS

GARDNER

CHARLES & ALICE CHESLEY

1910

CHALLENGED

BELL

BEMENT

A. DUNHAM
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Appendix A4: Household financial status continued.
SITE
GARDNER

ASSOCIATION

TPQ

FINANCIAL

CHARLES & ALICE CHESLEY

1905

CHALLENGED

ABRAM & KATE WYATT

1890

PROSPEROUS

DUNHAM I

MINOR & ELSIE DUNHAM

1920

PROSPEROUS

KIMBLE

CALEB & FLOSSY KEEP

1929

CHALLENGED

CALEB & FLOSSY KEEP

1940

CHALLENGED

LEE II

LEWIS & AMANDA MATTISON

1926

PROSPEROUS

ALBRIGHT I

HERMAN & MAUDE BRODERICK

1906

CHALLENGED

HERMAN & MAUDE BRODERICK

1886

CHALLENGED

HERMAN & MAUDE BRODERICK

1910

CHALLENGED
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Appendix A5: Household structure sorted by TPQ date.
FARM

TPQ

% CJF

Albright II

1886

1%

Albright I

1886

2%

Lee I
Bell

1888
1888

21%
5%

Wickham

1890

.5%

S. Dunham

1890

4%

R. Henry

1890

1%

Gardner

1890

2%

Creighton

1891

1%

Ball

1896

1%

Bement

1900

.5%

Gardner

1905

4%

Albright I

1906

2%

S. Dunham

1910

5%

Gardner

1910

28%

Albright I

1910

7%

S. Dunham

1911

3%

Wickham
Wickham
Wickham
Purdy/Velie

1915
1915
1915
1916

2%
1%
2%
3%

R. Henry

1918

1%

ASSOCIATION
John & Catherine
Albright
Herman & Maude
Broderick
Diana
Mattison
John & Isabelle
Bell
Charles & Amelia
Wickham
Sylvester & Catherine
Dunham
Isaac & Eustacia
Albright
Abram & Kate
Wyatt
John & Attie
Creighton
Richard & Bridget
Maloney
Oliver & Lydia
Hubbell
Charles & Alice
Chesley
Herman & Maude
Broderick
Catherine
Dunham
Charles & Alice
Chesley
Herman & Maude
Broderick
Catherine
Dunham
Tenant/Lessee
Tenant/Lessee
Tenant/Lessee
Charles & Amelia
Velie
Tenant/Lessee
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H/H STRUCTURE
Small single family.
2 sons.
Small
Single family.
Multi-generational. 7
children & her father.
Extended family. Niece
& nephew & hired help.
Single family. 3 children
& hired help.
Single family.
3 children.
Single family.
2 children.
Large single family.
6 children.
Multi-generational.
3 generations.
MultiGenerational
MultiGenerational
Extended family. Alice’s
brother & sister.
Small
Single family.
MultiGenerational
Extended Family. Alice’s
brother & sister.
Small
Single family.
MultiGenerational
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
MultiGenerational
Unknown

Appendix A5: Household structure sorted by TPQ date continued.
FARM
Ball

TPQ
1920

%CJF
16%

ASSOCIATION
Charles & Alice
Fisher

Bement

1920

9%

Dunham I

1920

61%

Lee II

1926

9%

R. Henry

1929

9%

A. Dunham

1929

13%

A. Dunham

1929

16%

Kimble

1929

29%

R. Henry
Bell

1930
1931

7%
8%

A.C. Wickham

1935

31%

Bell

1935

9%

McNetton
Dusenbury

1935
1938

48%
11%

Kimble

1940

5%

Smith

1947

32%

Jabez & Stella
Chesley
Minor & Elsie
Dunham
Lewis & Amanda
Mattison
LesseeJohn Williams
George & Alice
Creighton
George & Alice
Creighton
Caleb & Flossy
Keep
Tenant/Lessee
Loyal & Martha
Palmer
LesseeJohn Stachorski
Loyal & Martha
Palmer
Tenant/Lessee
Eugene & Cora
Fish
Caleb & Flossy
Keep
Henry & Della
Smith
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H/H STRUCTURE
Multi-generational. 3
children, sister-in-law, &
hired help.
Extended
Family.
Multi-generational. 3
children & father Monroe.
Small single family.
1 son.
Unknown
Small
Single family.
Small
Single family.
Small
Single family
Unknown
MultiGenerational.
Unknown
MultiGenerational.
Unknown
Small
Single family.
Small
Single family.
Multigenerational

Appendix A6: Household age comparison sorted by intensity.
FARM
WICKHAM
BEMENT
CREIGHTON
BALL
R. HENRY
ALBRIGHT II
GARDNER
ALBRIGHT I
ALBRIGHT I
PURDY/VELIE
S. DUNHAM
S. DUNHAM
GARDNER
S. DUNHAM
BELL
KIMBLE
ALBRIGHT I
BELL
BELL
BEMENT
LEE II
DUSENBURY
A. DUNHAM
BALL
A. DUNHAM
LEE I
GARDNER
KIMBLE
SMITH
DUNHAM I

ASSOCIATION
CHARLES & AMELIA WICKHAM
OLIVER & LYDIA HUBBEL
JOHN & ATTIE CREIGHTON
RICHARD & BRIDGET MALONEY
ISAAC & EUSTACIA ALBRIGHT
JOHN & CATHERINE ALBRIGHT
ABRAM & KATE WYATT
HERMAN & MAUDE BRODERICK
HERMAN & MAUDE BRODERICK
CHARLES & ADELIA VELIE
CATHERINE DUNHAM
SYLVESTER & CATH. DUNHAM
CHARLES & ALICE CHESLEY
CATHERINE DUNHAM
JOHN & ISABELLE BELL
CALEB & FLOSSY KEEP
HERMAN & MAUDE BRODERICK
LOYAL & MARTHA PALMER
LOYAL & MARTHA PALMER
JABEZ & STELLA CHESLEY
LEWIS & AMANDA MATTISON
EUGENE & CORA FISH
GEORGE & ALICE CREIGHTON
CHARLES & ALICE FISHER
GEORGE & ALICE CREIGHTON
DIANA MATTISON
CHARLES & ALICE CHESLEY
CALEB & FLOSSY KEEP
HENRY & DELLA SMITH
MINOR & ELSIE DUNHAM
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DATE
1880
1900
1891
1896
1890
1886
1890
1906
1886
1916
1911
1890
1905
1910
1888
1940
1910
1931
1935
1920
1926
1938
1929
1920
1929
1888
1910
1929
1947
1920

AGE
YNG.
OLD.
YNG.
OLD.
YNG.
OLD
YNG.
YNG.
YNG.
YNG.
OLD.
YNG.
YNG.
OLD.
YNG.
YNG.
YNG.
OLD.
OLD.
YNG.
YNG.
OLD.
YNG.
YNG.
YNG.
YNG.
YNG.
YNG.
YNG.
YNG.

% CJF
.50%
.50%
1%
1%
1%
1%
2%
2%
2%
3%
3%
4%
4%
5%
5%
5%
7%
8%
9%
9%
9%
11%
13%
16%
16%
21%
28%
29%
32%
61%
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